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Abstract
Airborne networks are being developed to provide communications services in order to
augment space-based and terrestrial communications systems. These airborne networks must
provide point to point wireless communications capabilities between aircraft and to groundbased users. Architecting airborne networks requires evaluating the capabilities offered by
candidate aircraft to operate at the required altitudes to bridge communications among ground
users dispersed over large geographic areas. Decision makers are often faced with choices
regarding the type and number of aircraft to utilize in an airborne network to meet information
exchange requirements. In addition, the type of radio required to meet user needs may also
factor into the architecture evaluation for an airborne network. Aircraft and radio design
choices must be made under cost constraints in order to deliver capable communications
architectures at an acceptable cost.
Evaluating communications architectures is often conducted with modeling and simulation.
However, evaluations typically focus on specific network configurations and can become
intractable when varying design variables such as aircraft and radio types due to the complexity
of the trade space being analyzed. Furthermore, the growth in choices for design variables
(such as additional aircraft types) can lead to enormous growth in the number of feasible
candidate architectures to analyze.
The methodology developed and presented herein describes an approach for evaluating a large
number of architecture combinations which vary on aircraft type and radio type for
representative airborne networks. The methodology utilizes modeling and simulation to
generate wireless communications performance data for candidate aircraft and radio types and
enumerates a large trade space through a computational tool. The trade space is then
evaluated against a multi-objective decision model to rapidly down-select to a handful of
candidate architectures for more detailed analysis.
The results of this analysis provide effective tools for reducing the complex trade space to a
tractable number of architectures to make an informed architectural decision with no prior
articulation of preferences for performance measures. For the notional concept of operation
analyzed, the number of feasible architectures was approximately 500,000 for each of the two
3

radio types examined. The decision model implemented reduced the feasible architectures to
approximately 50 near-optimal architectures for each radio type. From this manageable set of
near-optimal architectures, an analysis is conducted to evaluate marginal benefits versus cost
to further reduce the candidate architectures to 3 architectures for each radio type. From these
remaining architectures, detailed analysis and visualization can be conducted to aid decision
makers in articulating preferences and identifying a single “best” architecture based on mission
needs.
The enumeration of the trade space using the computational tool and multi-objective decision
model is highly flexible to incorporating new constraints and generating new candidate
architectures as stakeholder preferences become clearer. The trade space enumeration and
decision model can be conducted rapidly to down-select large trade spaces to a tractable
number of communications architectures to inform an architectural recommendation.
Thesis Supervisor: Bruce Cameron
Title: Lecturer of Engineering Systems
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1 Introduction
There is increasing interest within the Department of Defense in augmenting terrestrial and
satellite communications systems through the use of aircraft with wireless communications
payloads. Aircraft carrying these communications systems operate at the “aerial layer” which
refers to the region between terrestrial wired and wireless infrastructure (from fixed towers) to
space-based satellite communications systems. The actual region is dependent on the
achievable altitudes of aircraft being employed, ranging anywhere between several hundred
feet above ground level to upwards of 50,000 or 60,000 feet above mean sea level. A variety of
aircraft are being considered for the provision of aerial layer communications including various
remotely-piloted aircraft (RPA) [1].

Butler, Creech and Anderson define an “airborne network” as a mobile ad hoc network
(MANET) consisting of at least one airborne node utilizing a line of sight (LOS) communications
system [16]. Evaluating the performance of communications aircraft operating at the aerial
layer focuses on two measures of performance: aircraft to aircraft connectivity and coverage
area to ground based communications systems. Airborne networks consist of multiple aircraft
operating over potentially large geographic distances to bridge connectivity between groundbased nodes. These network topologies can consist of multiple hops to bridge ground-based
nodes, levying a requirement on airborne networks to provide connectivity with a high link
uptime. Furthermore, airborne networks must also service mobile ground users dispersed over
wide geographic areas having information exchange requirements that must be met in the
presence of irregular terrain which limits LOS to the terrestrial and space-based
communications infrastructure.

A notional depiction of an airborne network used to provide wireless communications is shown
in Figure 1. The “users” of the airborne network depicted are the ground vehicles and users
located in the command and control centers.
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Figure 1. Example Airborne Network Use Case

The links in blue depict an airborne network which can be evaluated based on the measures of
performance mentioned above. An example point to point connectivity evaluation could consist
of the quality of the link between the two aircraft depicted. The link indicating connectivity to
ground users must be evaluated for ground users operating over a large geographic area, so
this performance measure must examine connectivity over the entire region for which an
aircraft could provide connectivity to ground users.

Modeling and simulation plays a crucial role in evaluating predicted performance of aerial layer
architectures and can be leveraged to inform decision making on building effective system
architectures. Communications models of wireless systems are useful in analyzing the
respective performance measures described above. However, these models are most effective
for analyzing specific airborne network configurations with known quantities of aircraft
providing communications operating at known locations. Trade space exploration can be
difficult with existing tools as design variables (such as aircraft types) change. Candidate aircraft
are constrained by limited capacity for payloads and achievable altitudes for providing
communications to ground-based users. Because of the range of capabilities offered by
candidate aircraft, multiple aircraft types are often considered for system architectures.
12

Maximizing performance of aerial layer communications at a system level can quickly become
difficult as various aircraft types are introduced as candidates. Furthermore, evaluating multiple
types of wireless communications systems for these architectures introduces more complexity
into the architectural decision. The growth of design variables in the architectural decision
poses challenges to system architects to develop capable system architectures at an acceptable
cost as the number of candidate architectures grows. Existing tools can be extended to evaluate
candidate architectures over a range of design decisions to provide the insight needed to
develop optimal system architectures.
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2 Motivation
As stated in Chapter 1, the users of the airborne network consist of mobile ground vehicles
operating on-the-move or command and control centers in a fixed location. Designing aerial
layer architectures to service these users will focus on the measures of performance presented
above: point-to-point connectivity among aircraft and coverage area to ground-based vehicles.
Ground vehicles pose significant challenges for closing wireless links as they are subject to
frequent outages due to line of sight blockages due to irregular terrain. These outages are
exacerbated by the limited antenna height on ground vehicles, inducing frequent terrain
blockage.

Evaluating communications system architectures aimed at maximizing point-to-point
connectivity and connectivity to ground vehicles through airborne networks with radio
frequency (RF) propagation models is computationally intensive. Candidate aircraft have the
potential to cover large geographic areas because of the altitudes these aircraft can achieve. To
understand the effects of altitude on computation time, LOS distance is a crude measure that
can be utilized to calculate the maximum coverage area that an aircraft can provide and
represents the longest distance the asset can see over curved earth. This distance is referred to
as the radio horizon, and is given by the following equation:

Radio Horizonkm  1.61* 2 * Altitude feet

(1)

Table 1 shows the radio horizon for various altitudes. These distances represent the maximum
propagation distance of a wireless link. Ground coverage computations for aircraft operating at
these altitudes must include all points on the ground within the radio horizon. The number of
ground points that must be evaluated grows substantially as altitude increases and significantly
lengthens computation time for analysis aimed at evaluating performance over the entire
geographic region covered by aircraft.
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Table 1. Radio Horizon for Various Altitudes

Altitude (ft)
1,000
10,000
20,000
30,000
40,000
50,000

Radio Horizon (km)

72
228
322
394
455
509

Analyzing RF propagation for communication systems integrated on aircraft must evaluate link
performance over large geographic areas for each individual aircraft servicing ground users. The
design of aerial layer architectures can potentially consider multiple aircraft types operating at
various altitudes as a design variable. In addition, the number of aircraft being employed in the
architecture can vary as well, as decision makers often require insight into the marginal benefits
of the aerial layer architecture as more aircraft are added. Evaluating candidate architectures
quickly becomes difficult as the number of assets grows and various aircraft types are
introduced for hosting communications payloads.

Prior to the evaluation of aerial layer communications architectures, an understanding of the
number of feasible candidate architectures is required. Several assumptions are made in this
analysis on aircraft types and the number of aircraft under consideration. For this analysis, a
predetermined number of aircraft are assumed to operate over several fixed sites in a
representative scenario chosen by the author. The number of sites being considered for
augmentation with an aircraft hosting a communications system is 12 sites and two aircraft are
considered as host aircrafts for the radio system. At each site, the decision to be made consists
of selecting one of the two aircraft, or neither aircraft, for a total of three choices (1 plus the
number of aircraft types). This decision is made at all 12 sites, so the number of combinations
of candidate architectures grows quickly as more sites or more aircraft are considered. The
total number of combinations of candidate architectures is given by the following equation
(where Ni is the number of aircraft types at site i and NS is the number of candidate sites):
NS

Candidate Architectures =

 (N

i

 1)

(2)

i 1
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For the case of Ni = 2 and NS = 12, there are 531,441 architectures for a single radio type. If two
radios are considered separately, this doubles the number of candidate architectures to
1,062,882. It should be noted that homogeneous radio architectures are assumed where only
one radio type is employed for a given deployment. Such a large number of architectures
introduces substantial complexity into the architectural decision process and raises challenges
for conducting detailed performance analysis.

Performing detailed link analysis using propagation models for this number of architectures is
infeasible given the complexity of this performance evaluation. Furthermore, as more
candidate aircraft are considered, the number of combinations to analyze is further increased.
This complexity of the trade space can pose significant challenges for system architects to
identify optimal architectures or to differentiate among a large number of options. Prioritizing
performance requirements in aerial layer communications architectures can be both difficult
and subjective for system architects as well, making the architecture evaluation even more
challenging.

The motivation for this thesis is to develop a methodology for identifying communication
system architectures that optimize performance across several performance domains through
enumeration of the entire trade space and applying a multi-objective optimization algorithm to
yield a range of optimal candidate architectures. From this range of options, decision makers
can make tradeoffs within a manageable set of candidate solutions, simplifying the
architectural decisions of aircraft types, radio types and the number of aircraft/radio pairs to
deploy. In addition, this methodology will evaluate candidate architectures based on cost so
decision makers can select the lowest cost architectures achieving the desired communications
performance of aerial layer architectures. The use of modeling and simulation to conduct an
architecture evaluation is a cost-effective way of rapidly selecting optimal architectures from a
large number of candidates.

16

Communications models representing aerial layer communications cannot represent every realworld condition or attributes encountered in building airborne networks due to the inherent
complexity of the problem space. Propagation models cannot account for every variable
encountered in real-world systems that can degrade performance (such as foliage, urban
terrain, or small-scale fading conditions). However, these limitations are outweighed by the
insights that can be gleaned from high-fidelity models to answer architectural questions
without incurring the costs of having to build and test actual systems.
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3 Methodology
3.1 Literature Review
Extensive research has been conducted in trade space exploration of system architectures
based on the identification of user needs. In [17], Cameron, Crawley and Selva examine system
architecting decisions by framing an architecture decision broadly as an optimization problem.
Such optimization problems can be solved computationally; however care must be taken when
formulating such optimization problems. For cases where design variables do not take real
values, but rather a set of integer values, the optimization problem becomes a combinatorial
optimization problem which is NP-hard [17]. In such cases, system architects must scope the
number of decisions appropriately as the trade space increases exponentially as the number of
decisions increases. The delivery of value to stakeholders can be defined by one or more value
functions, implying that value delivery to stakeholders is multi-objective. Such multi-objective
optimizations make the discovery of a single “optimal” architecture infeasible, but rather return
a Pareto front of non-dominated architectures [17]. Evaluating a Pareto front for deciding
candidate system architectures can be subjective in the absence of a priority of value functions
and ambiguous user needs. As was discussed in 2, the architecting of an airborne network can
be framed as a combinatorial optimization problem consisting of various aircraft types
operating at certain altitudes. In addition, radio systems and aircraft types can be evaluated in
terms of performance metrics. A computational tool is utilized for this architectural assessment
to rapidly synthesize architectures in the optimization model taking as inputs performance
metrics for individual aircraft.

Sanchez, Selva, Cameron and Crawley present a method for architectural trade space
exploration in [14] for a large number of communications architectures. The trade space
exploration is conducted through the enumeration of candidate architectures through a
computational tool which also models the performance of candidate architectures.
Performance metrics are derived from a stakeholder analysis and used as the basis of
architecture down-selection after enumeration of the trade space. The enumeration of a large
trade space of candidate architectures using a computational tool followed by down-selection
18

based on performance metrics can be an effective method for architecture evaluations
consisting of a large trade space. For the enumeration of a trade space for aerial layer
communication architectures, the use of a computational tool that can synthesize candidate
architectures for optimization based on performance metrics can allow architects to quickly
down-select the large search space to a manageable number of architectures. The application
of an optimization model to generate a Pareto front for multi-objective performance metrics
can reduce this trade space to a manageable set of architecture decisions.

Ross, Hastings, and Warmkessel describe a process in [15] in which an architecture level
analysis is conducted based on a utility assessment derived from a set of user needs. The
output of the architecture-level analysis is a Pareto front which is utilized for more detailed
analysis. Applying high-fidelity analysis to a subset of candidate architectures (derived from the
Pareto front) can provide time savings in development [15]. A similar approach is presented for
this architectural assessment. An enumeration of the trade space is conducted computationally
and a Pareto front is generated from a multi-objective optimization model. From this Pareto
front, further analysis is applied to down-select to a handful of candidate architectures for highfidelity modeling.

3.2 Enumeration and Evaluation of Candidate Architectures
The sequential process presented for modeling and evaluating communication architectures is
summarized in Figure 2. Similar to the methodology presented in [14], a concept of operation is
developed utilizing an aerial layer communications architecture. A representative scenario
implementing the concept of operations is presented using two notional radio systems which
will be evaluated against each other on several measures of performance, including cost. These
radio systems will be hosted as payloads on two possible candidate aircraft with different
performance capabilities and costs. A trade space will be enumerated for each radio system for
various aircraft combinations and a set of near-optimal architectures will be selected utilizing a
multi-objective optimization model. The optimal architectures will be obtained from the multiobjective optimization model which provides the basis of the architectural recommendation.
19

Figure 2. Communications Architecture Evaluation Methodology

The architectural recommendation consists of a subset of candidate architectures for which
detailed analysis can be conducted. The architecture evaluation allows the down-selection to a
tractable subset of architectures that can be further analyzed at higher levels of fidelity after
which they can be presented to stakeholders to facilitate discovery of the relative weights of
importance for the performance metrics used in the trade space enumeration.
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4 Concept of Operation
The Department of Defense is investing heavily in Internet Protocol (IP) radio technologies to
provide line of sight connectivity among aircraft [18]. The use of IP-based LOS communications
systems has the potential to offer high-capacity links to augment satellite communications
(SATCOM) systems. LOS communications systems can provide robust communications
capabilities in situations where SATCOM links are stressed due to high user demand or offer
degraded performance over severe terrain [19].

Military users cannot rely on wired terrestrial infrastructure to meet communications needs in
sustained military conflicts. While SATCOM systems aim to provide global coverage to military
users, the actual coverage and communications services offered in a specific region may not
meet the service levels required for mission effectiveness. The use of airborne networks to
augment SATCOM can improve mission effectiveness [16]. In addition to providing additional
capacity, LOS communication systems offer lower latencies for information exchanges due to
the shorter propagation distances over SATCOM alternatives.

The concept of operation for an aerial layer communications architecture to meet the
operational need described above consists of integrating candidate wireless communications
payloads on aircraft. It is assumed that the aircraft can host these candidate communications
payloads and launch from the command and control centers requiring augmentation of
communications infrastructure. The aircraft considered are assumed to provide the capability
to loiter for a sufficient length of time to meet the operational need described above for the
provision of wireless access to mobile ground vehicles and to other aircraft in the system
architecture.
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5 Scenario Development
For the purposes of evaluating aerial layer communications architectures with the intended
methodology, a notional scenario is required to implement the concept of operations
presented above. The scenario consists of hosting two competing radios on aircraft for
performance evaluation. Two competing radio technologies are described which differ in the
throughput offered, tolerable propagation loss, and cost. The performance parameters of these
radio systems are representative of tactical military radios and will serve as realistic
approximations of actual radio systems. Additionally, two aircraft are described which will serve
as the candidate aircraft used in the exploration of the trade space. These aircraft differ in the
achievable altitudes that they can loiter at, in addition to cost. Candidate architectures will
consist of hosting radio and aircraft combinations at 12 sites located in the southwestern
United States. This region was selected intentionally to emulate challenging terrain which can
impose line-of-sight blockages on disadvantaged users and command and control centers.

5.1 Radio Systems
As stated above, the performance characteristics of the two radio systems being considered
consist of propagation range and cost. These performance measures are incorporated
quantitatively into the architecture evaluation. The candidate radios, Radio A and Radio B, are
also assumed to differ in throughput in Megabits per second (Mbps). This metric describes the
amount of data that the radio links can transmit and receive to service the information
exchange requirements of users. However, throughput is not incorporated into the evaluation
directly, but rather as a subjective measure to differentiate the final candidate architectures.
The consideration of throughput is further described in Chapter 6. Extensions of the model to
incorporate throughput directly are described in Chapter 11. The tactical radios are assumed to
utilize time-division multiple access (TDMA). In TDMA, access to the channel for transmission
and reception of messages is broken up into time slots. In a given time slot, a radio can either
transmit or receive. This has implications for throughput for two nodes connected through
relay nodes. In such cases, total throughput is cut in half as the relay nodes cannot transmit in
the same time slot they are receiving in. Degradation of throughput for relay cases has
22

implications for desirable network architectures [20]. Architectures that maximize the number
of nodes that can communicate directly are advantageous because throughput is less likely to
be cut in half due to relay. This measure of performance is discussed further in 6.3.

The radio systems are assumed to be wireless communications systems that can only tolerate a
threshold amount of propagation loss, given in decibels (dB). Tolerable path loss governs the
range that these radio systems can reach and the amount of attenuation that can be tolerated
due to propagation range and terrain obstructions. As wireless signals propagate over-the-air,
the signal power degrades over distance. Propagation loss can be calculated using the free
space path loss (FSPL) equation presented in [5], where d is the distance traveled in kilometers,
and f is the frequency of operation in megahertz (MHz):

FSPLdB  20 log10 (d )  20 log10 ( f )  32.45

(3)

Signal power is further reduced when these waves propagate through terrain obstructions
located between the transmitter and receiver. Additional attenuation due to terrain
obstructions depends on the depth of the terrain that the signal is propagating through and
propagation conditions could exist where the depth of blockage may not necessarily prevent
link closure if sufficient link margin exists. The path loss computation accounting for the
presence of terrain is described in 6.2.

The radio systems are defined to operate at similar frequencies within the L-band spectrum (1
to 2 GHz) and utilize the same antenna. Integrating radio systems on aircraft can reduce the
performance of these systems as cabling between the radio and antennas impose additional RF
losses. RF filters are often employed to reduce out of band signal emissions that could interfere
with other co-located systems. These filters will also impose additional losses which degrade
performance. Because these cable and filter losses are assumed to be the same for each radio
system, these losses can be omitted with no loss of fidelity to the architectural evaluation.
Attenuation varies over frequency, though for the purposes of comparison, performance
23

differences due to different operating frequencies will not factor into the analysis because they
will operate on the same frequency. The L-band spectrum is frequently used for tactical
communications systems, and represents a reasonable assumption for a communications
system. A half-wave dipole antenna is assumed for each radio system, offering a peak gain of
approximately 2 dB.

Radio A
Radio A is defined to be a low-cost tactical radio that can provide a throughput of up to 2 Mbps
at a cost of $50,000 per radio. This radio is assumed to have a transmit power of 10 W and can
“close” a radio link if the received signal power is above -90 decibel-milliwatt. This radio will
operate in the L-band frequency spectrum and for the purposes of this analysis, the operating
frequency will be 1350 Megahertz. A link budget is presented in Table 2 below to indicate the
maximum tolerable path loss, assuming peak antenna gain of the dipole antenna.

Table 2. Radio A Tolerable Path Loss

Transmit Power
Antenna Gain (Transmit)
Antenna Gain (Receive)
Receiver Sensitivity
Maximum Tolerable Path Loss

40.0
2.0
2.0
-90.0
134.0

dBm
dB
dB
dBm
dB

Radio B
Radio B is defined to be higher-cost tactical radio that can provide throughput of up to 10 Mbps
at a cost of $150,000 per radio. This radio is assumed to have a transmit power of 50 W and can
close the radio link if the received signal power is above -95 decibel-milliwatt. This radio will
also operate in the L-band frequency spectrum (1350 MHz). A link budget is presented in Table
3 below to indicate the maximum tolerable path loss, assuming peak antenna gain of the dipole
antenna.
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Table 3. Radio B Tolerable Path Loss

Transmit Power
Antenna Gain (Transmit)
Antenna Gain (Receive)
Receiver Sensitivity
Maximum Tolerable Path Loss

47.0
2.0
2.0
-95.0
146.0

dBm
dB
dB
dBm
dB

A summary of the performance of Radio A and Radio B is shown in Table 4 highlighting the key
measures of performance utilized for architecture evaluations: throughput, tolerable path loss,
and cost.
Table 4. Summary of Candidate Radio Systems

Radio

Radio A
Radio B

Throughput (Mbps)
2
10

Tolerable Path Loss (dB)
134.0
146.0

Cost (Dollars)
$50,000
$150,000

5.2 Aircraft
The aircraft considered for this analysis are intentionally assumed to be generic aircraft with the
capability to loiter at altitudes ranging from 1,500 to 3,000 feet above ground level. The two
aircraft presented are assumed to be capable of loitering in a stationary position at specific
fixed sites throughout the duration of the communications mission described in the concept of
operation. The static positions of the aircraft reduce the duration of the analysis substantially
because the performance of radio systems will not vary over time.

Assumptions on the procurement costs of these aircraft types are made for the cost calculation.
The aircraft cost can easily be extended to account for additional costs data such as lifecycle
cost including personnel required to operate the aircraft, maintenance costs such as repairs, or
additional equipment required to operate the aircraft, but they are omitted in this analysis. The
intent of using procurement costs is to provide a relative cost difference between the two
aircraft which offer different performance from the perspective of achievable altitude. This cost
difference assumes that Aircraft 2 can loiter at an altitude twice as high as Aircraft 1, but costs
twice as much. The assumption that these candidate aircraft are capable of loitering in a fixed
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position allows for a static analysis to be completed for communications performance. Chapter
11 presents an approach to extending the model to account for dynamic aircraft traversing
flight paths over time.

Aircraft 1
Aircraft 1 is assumed to be a less capable aircraft limited to loiter altitudes of 1,500 feet above
ground level (AGL). Note that the radio horizon for this altitude (based on Equation 1) is
approximately 88 km. The candidate radios are assumed to be hosted on the underside of the
candidate aircraft with no antenna blockage effects imposed by the aircraft. The procurement
cost of Aircraft 1 is assumed to be $5 million.

Aircraft 2
Aircraft 2 is assumed to be the more capable aircraft being considered in the architectural
evaluation. It is assumed to be able to loiter at a height of 3,000 feet AGL which has a radio
horizon of 125 km. The procurement cost of this aircraft is assumed to be $10 million. It is
assumed that the radio systems are integrated on the underside of the aircraft and no aircraft
blockage effects are imposed on the antennas for this analysis.

A summary of the Aircraft 1 and 2 systems is shown in below and will be the assumptions used
in the architecture evaluation.

Table 5. Aircraft Assumptions

Aircraft
Aircraft 1
Aircraft 2

Loiter Altitude (ft AGL)
1500
3000

Procurement Cost (Dollars)
$5 million
$10 million

Mobile Ground Vehicle
The deployment of aircraft for communications extension is predominantly in support of
“disadvantaged” nodes operating in challenging RF propagation conditions imposed by irregular
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terrain, represented by a mobile ground vehicle integrated with a radio system. For the
purposes of this analysis, a ground vehicle is employed with an antenna height of 10 feet above
ground level. This node will be utilized for calculating area covered by a given aircraft
deployment by acting as the receiving node for the coverage calculations. The cost of the
ground vehicles integrated with the candidate radios is not considered in the evaluation
because the number of vehicles needed is driven by specific mission needs and not assumed to
be dependent on the coverage area provided by candidate architectures.

5.3 Communications Model
The Systems Toolkit (STK) communications analysis tool can be used to recreate the intended
concept of operations described above with the airborne and ground vehicles aircraft
integrated with Radio A and Radio B. The aircraft described above are implemented in the
scenario at the requisite loiter altitudes and antenna heights to accurately model the
geometries imposed on the RF transmissions.

5.3.1

Systems Tool Kit Overview

STK is a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) computer application developed and marketed by
Analytical Graphics, Incorporated. STK is a physics-based geometry engine that can display and
evaluate performance of communications assets hosted on land, sea, air, and space assets in
real or simulated time. These assets can be evaluated and visualized in 3-dimensional space to
answer questions such as:


Where are the communications nodes being modeled?



What can the communications nodes see?



When can the nodes see other nodes?

Wireless communication assets can be defined in STK based on physical-layer performance
measures such as transmit power and receiver sensitivity and combined with RF propagation
models incorporating line-of-sight blockages due to terrain. These RF models can calculate
when, where and how well exchanges occur beyond simple line-of-sight visibility.
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STK can assess the quality of spatial and communication relationships through a wide array of
constraining conditions while also incorporating environmental factors such as terrain and
weather conditions on sensor visibility or communication link quality. Performance assessments
of modeled scenarios can be exported to a variety of reports and graphs summarizing
performance over time. STK requires platform locations and their movement plan as a function
of time in order to calculate the coverage area for a particular platform. Additionally,
interference imposed on communications systems can be represented in STK to examine
performance of communication systems in the presence of jamming due to adversaries or cochannel interference of other communications systems.

STK provides a variety of outputs including engineering parameters (such as link budget) and
operational performance parameters (such as times, locations, or areas for which links are
closed) which can be applied to the scenario defined in this analysis. Coverage regions from
aircraft to ground nodes can be visualized through contour plots or through point-to-point
connectivity between aircraft (as shown in Figure 3).

Figure 3. Sample of STK Graphical Output
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The sample output shown above is a contour plot of link margin as a figure of merit for an
example ground coverage computation. In this example, aircraft are placed at the candidate
sites to evaluate link margin to a ground vehicle placed throughout the region. Greater link
margin equates to better radio performance as it is a measure of received signal level seen at
the receiver. Higher link margin can provide more reliable communications over wireless
channels and can be utilized for extending this analysis to incorporate adaptive data rates for
the radios considered.

Terrain Integrated Rough Earth Model
The Terrain Integrated Rough Earth Model (TIREMTM) is an RF propagation software developed
by Alion Science and Technology, Inc. used to predict RF performance of radio links over
irregular terrain and bodies of water [4]. The TIREM path loss model can be incorporated into
an STK scenario to dynamically assess propagation loss of candidate radio systems hosted on
ground and aircraft. By incorporating digital terrain elevation data (DTED), RF propagation can
be predicted with a sufficient level of fidelity over geographic regions featuring irregular terrain
features. A discussion of the limitations of TIREM is presented in [4] describing additional
factors that could affect path loss estimates that are not accounted for such as foliage and
multipath effects. Additionally, statistics are provided for TIREM performance over several
terrain profiles. The propagation model will calculate losses due to radio waves diffracting
through terrain located between transmitters and receivers. RF propagation losses imposed on
radio links due to atmospheric effects can be calculated as well. The capability of TIREM to
predict RF propagation performance over irregular terrain makes it appropriate for modeling
the performance of the wireless architectures posed in this analysis. Further information on the
TIREM path loss model is available in [4].

5.3.2

Deployment Scenario

The location for a representative deployment of aircraft for communications relay missions was
selected to intentionally incorporate mountainous terrain to create challenging propagation
environments for ground vehicles representing the disadvantaged nodes and terrain blockages
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imposed on aircraft to aircraft communications. A region located around Palm Springs,
California is utilized for the 12 site laydown shown in Figure 4. The coordinates for each site are
shown in Table 6 below.

Table 6. Site Locations

Site Number
Site 1
Site 2
Site 3
Site 4
Site 5
Site 6
Site 7
Site 8
Site 9
Site 10
Site 11
Site 12

Latitude
34.136558
33.669871
34.146973
33.735752
34.136799
33.692386
33.857772
33.888899
33.916066
33.576399
33.945486
33.842098

Longitude
-115.903086
-115.705213
-116.248642
-116.185912
-115.120283
-115.21614
-115.460889
-115.813875
-115.230627
-114.748968
-114.501989
-116.482938

Figure 4. Deployment Scenario Modeled in STK
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A 3-D view is shown in Figure 5 below to illustrate the mountainous terrain in this region which
will impose challenging geography for closing the RF links modeled for Radio A and Radio B. This
vantage point is taken from Aircraft 2 at Site 10 looking west towards other potential
deployment sites. The use of DTED data allows for irregular terrain to be imported into the path
loss computations using TIREM. Terrain blockages will typically prevent radio links from closing
unless there is sufficient link margin to overcome the attenuation of the radio signal or the
radio links in a point-to-point link calculation have sufficient altitude above ground level to
overcome terrain obstructions.

Figure 5. 3-D View of Local Terrain from Site 10

5.3.3

Aircraft Model

When integrating antennas on actual aircraft, the performance of the link can degrade due to
obstructions imposed on the antenna by the host aircraft. The model ignores potential
obstructions imposed on antennas integrated on the aircraft due to additional equipment or
from the host aircraft, though STK provides the capability to calculate masking of the antenna
due to these effects if a 3-D model of the aircraft is provided. To model the respective altitude
heights, each aircraft is placed at 1,500 feet or 3,000 feet AGL, depending on the aircraft type.
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Antennas are oriented at these heights for the modeling of RF propagation. A view of the
aircraft implementation is shown in Figure 6 below with the dipole antenna pattern described
above.

Figure 6. Aircraft with Dipole Antenna

5.3.4

Mobile Ground Vehicle Model

The mobile ground vehicle assumes the same dipole antenna employed on the aircraft at a
height of 10 feet above ground level. A view of the STK implementation is shown below in
Figure 7 of the ground vehicle and antenna radiation pattern. This ground vehicle is used as the
receiving link in the ground coverage computations for Radio A and Radio B described in
subsequent sections.

Figure 7. Mobile Ground Vehicle with Dipole Antenna
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6 Architectural Decision Strategy
The primary decisions for deploying the aforementioned communications system architecture
consists of which aircraft to deploy at each site (Aircraft 1, Aircraft 2 or none) and the radio
system (Radio A or Radio B) to be utilized for the deployment, which is assumed to be used
universally – mixed radio scenarios are not modeled, because the radios are not interoperable.
Therefore, a mix of both types is not allowed in a given candidate architecture. The analysis will
perform two architecture evaluations, one for each radio type and a comparison will be
conducted on the overall performance of each radio type for the final candidate architectures
selected. The architectural decisions are summarized in Table 7.

Table 7. Architectural Decisions

Decision

Options

Number of aircraft to deploy (ND) to Up to NSites

Total Number of Options
NSites (≤12 sites)

given number of sites (NS)
Payload

Radio A or Radio B

2

Aircraft

Aircraft 1, Aircraft 2 or none

3

In order to evaluate the optimal deployment strategy of candidate radios and aircraft, several
measures of performance must be examined based on user needs. At a high-level, these
measures of performance consist of total coverage area for ground vehicles, the average
number of point-to-point radio links that can be closed, and the total cost of the architecture.

The ground coverage measure of performance will provide decision makers with knowledge of
the total coverage footprint to ground vehicles over the geographic area being analyzed.
Because ground vehicles requiring communications services could potentially operate over a
wide geographic region, this measure of performance will quantify the coverage footprint over
the deployment region.
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Site-to-site connectivity is employed as both a measure of throughput performance and a
measure of network resilience to the absence of aircraft due to downtime, which is described in
[16] as a network characteristic impacting performance. By maximizing the average number of
point-to-point links, or “crosslinks”, throughput performance of radio systems can be increased
by minimizing the number of relays. Relaying data typically cuts throughput in half, as a
transmitting radio cannot typically receive while transmitting [20]. This measure will quantify
the performance of the network topology for a given candidate architecture in this regard. In
addition, the site-to-site connectivity measure will quantify network resilience to the loss of
aircraft not able to operate on a given communications mission. This performance metric is
applicable to decision makers because aircraft are unlikely to have 100% availability. A
discussion of the suitability of site-to-site connectivity as a network resilience measure will be
presented in 10.2 as it applies to the final candidate architectures. A summary of the
performance outputs are provided in Table 8.

Table 8. Performance Outputs

Output

Units

Tools Used

Ground Coverage Area

Area in km2

STK/MATLAB

Site-to-Site Connectivity

Dimensionless

STK/MATLAB

Total Cost for deploying NDeploy Aircraft

MATLAB Multi-Objective

and Payloads

Decision Model

(average number of crosslinks)
Architecture Cost

In order to evaluate the performance outputs described in Table 8, an intermediate dataset is
generated offline using STK. This dataset consists of the individual communications
performance metrics for each of the 24 aircraft being considered. These intermediate
performance outputs are summarized in Table 9 and consist of link margin computations
obtained from the STK model for both ground coverage performance and site-to-site
connectivity. The dataset generated offline is used as an input to the MOO model implemented
using the multi-objective genetic algorithm function in MATLAB.
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Table 9. Intermediate Performance Outputs

Output
Ground Coverage Area

Units
Maximum Link Margin from each

Tools Used
STK

aircraft (in dB) to ground vehicle
Site-to-Site Connectivity

Link Margin (in dB) to/from Sites

STK

A process flow for the architecture evaluation is illustrated in Figure 8 highlighting the use of
STK to generate the intermediate dataset utilized in the MOO model. The performance outputs
listed in Table 8 are generated during the execution of gamultiobj. Note that the details of the
gamultiobj used in the MOO model to iteratively generate candidate architectures and identify
optimal architectures is omitted from this process flow for simplicity. The intent of this process
flow is to illustrate the generation of intermediate data in STK utilized by the MOO model to
generate system-level performance of candidate architectures.

Figure 8. Process Flow for Architecture Evaluation

6.1 Architecture Cost
The cost computation that will be utilized will consist of the aircraft costs described above for
the respective aircraft plus the costs for deploying a candidate radio at each site. The ground
vehicle cost is not considered in the computation. For a given site, the cost will be computed by
the following equation:
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Site Cost  Aircraft Cost  Radio Cost

(4)

where the total architecture cost is the sum of all site costs for a given deployment of a radio
system:
ND

Architectu re Cost   Site Costi

(5)

i 1

The cost function increases linearly as more sites are added because there is a fixed cost for
each radio/aircraft pair deployed at a given site.

6.2 Ground Coverage
Ground coverage performance consists of measuring the link margin in dB for a given radio link
from the aircraft to the ground vehicle. For a ground vehicle at a given point, the link margin
must be computed to this receiver from all aircraft in a given candidate architecture. This
computation will utilize the TIREM path loss model at 1350 MHz, incorporating free space path
loss, atmospheric losses, and terrain losses, in addition to the transmitter and receiver
performance from the candidate radios. A single computation from a transmitter on an aircraft
to a receiver on a ground vehicle is obtained from the following equation:

Link M arg indB  Transmit PowerdBm  Transmitter GaindB  TIREM LossesdB 
Re ceiver GaindB  Re ceiver Sensitivit ydBm

(5)

where TIREM losses are given by the following expression:

TIREM LossesdB  FSPLdB  Atmospheric LossesdB  Terrain LossesdB

(6)

Note that the receiver sensitivity for a given radio will be either -90 dBm or -95 dBm, depending
on the radio link being computed. The antenna gain for a given transmit/receive computation
will vary depending on the look angles imposed by the geometry of the transmit/receive pair
and depending on the distance between transmitter and receiver and the altitudes of each. The
decision model will attempt to maximize total coverage area for the selection of the optimal
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deployment strategy. Ground coverage performance over a large geographic area increases
non-linearly as tolerable path loss and aircraft altitude increases. This is due to irregular terrain,
atmospheric losses and free-space propagation between transmitters and receivers. In Chapter
9, coverage area versus cost will be presented to illustrate the marginal benefit of coverage
area for increasing cost. The presentation of the marginal benefit of coverage area versus cost
can provide stakeholders with an opportunity to articulate what an appropriate amount of
coverage area is for a given deployment based on the data shown, which can aide in the downselection of candidate architectures.

6.3 Site-to-Site Connectivity
Link margin for site-to-site connectivity between aircraft will consist of the same link margin
computation as for ground coverage. For each site, link margin will be computed for the
candidate radio receiver hosted on Aircraft 1 and on Aircraft 2 to all possible transmitters at
each site. For a given receiver, the total number of link margin calculations is 22, one for each
aircraft type at each of the 11 sites. Transmitters are placed on both candidate aircraft at the
other 11 sites so that the receiver computation for a given aircraft/radio pair will be calculated
for both aircraft types at the transmitting site. This computation will also utilize the TIREM path
loss model at 1350 MHz. A single computation from a transmitter on an aircraft to a receiver on
the candidate aircraft is obtained from Eq. (6).

The antenna gain for a given transmit/receive computation will vary in this computation as well,
depending on the look angles imposed by the geometry of the transmit/receive pair. Note that
aircraft will be placed at the described altitudes above ground level, and the variable terrain for
the region analyzed will impose unique geometries and link margins for each aircraft
combination. The decision model will attempt to maximize the average number of point-topoint links for the optimal deployment strategy. As is the case for ground coverage calculations,
site-to-site connectivity also displays non-linear degradation due to propagation losses.
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7 Enumeration of Trade Space
The measures of performance described above must be enumerated for each of the candidate
architectures to evaluate against a multi-objective decision problem that maximizes site-to-site
connectivity and ground coverage area while minimizing cost. In order to enumerate these
trade spaces, the measures of performance relating to link performance (ground coverage area
and site-to-site connectivity) must be computed at each site being considered. These measures
must be made for each aircraft/radio combination at each site requiring a total of four possible
combinations. Each combination must be evaluated for total ground coverage area and site-tosite connectivity for a total of eight data sets per site. Enumerating these data sets for each
aircraft/radio pair individually across all sites facilitates the architectural evaluation by
calculating the total architecture performance (coverage area, average number of crosslinks,
and cost) in the decision model when searching for the optimal deployment. The enumeration
of link metrics is described further below.

7.1 Ground Coverage Computations
STK can be utilized to calculate link margin from a given aircraft/radio pair to a ground vehicle
over the large geographical area being analyzed. The ground coverage dataset consists of
sampling an area target, which in this analysis, is a 308 km x 195 km region that encompasses
the geographic region that could be covered by Radio A or Radio B on the aircraft located at the
deployment sites. This area target must be large enough to capture all potential points that
could have link margins above 0 dB and must be large enough to evaluate ground coverage for
the candidate architecture that has the largest ground coverage (in terms of area covered). The
“best” architecture for ground coverage is provided by hosting Radio B on Aircraft 2 at all 12
sites. This architecture will provide the best ground coverage performance because Radio B
offers better range performance over Radio A due to the higher tolerable path loss. In addition,
Aircraft 2 loiters at a higher altitude and provides the greatest LOS footprint to ground vehicles.
The area target is held constant for all ground coverage computations to ensure that each grid
point for which the link margin is computed is constant for all coverage computations.
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The coverage computation for each aircraft/radio pair uses a grid point spacing of 3 km to
down-sample the large geographic area being analyzed, resulting in 8400 total grid points. This
grid of points results in each point representing coverage for a 7.22 km 2 area. A depiction of
this grid spacing is shown in Figure 9 below with each green point representing a position for
which a link margin computation will be made. The ground vehicle equipped with the candidate
radio will be placed at each point for a given aircraft/radio pair. The data set generated will
consist of the link margin to the ground vehicle at each latitude and longitude for which a green
point is located for each aircraft/radio pair.

Figure 9. Ground Coverage Computation

The report data generated consists of a matrix of link margin computations and the latitude and
longitudes corresponding to the grid point. Note that the ground vehicle antenna is placed at a
height of 10 feet above the local terrain altitude (relative to mean sea level) for this
computation. Using the local terrain altitude will ensure grid points are placed based on the
irregular terrain throughout the region so these local terrain effects can be accounted for in the
path loss computation. A sample of this data is shown in Table 10 below highlight a subset of
the grid points and corresponding figures of merit (link margin).
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Table 10. Sample Data for Ground Coverage Computation for Aircraft/Radio Pair

Latitude (deg)
34.126
34.126
34.126
34.126
34.126
34.126
34.126
34.126
34.126
34.126
34.126
34.126
34.126
34.126

Longitude (deg)
243.22
243.295
243.371
243.447
243.523
243.598
243.674
243.75
243.826
243.902
243.977
244.053
244.129
244.205

Link Margin (dB)
0.0
0.0
2.1
0.0
4.2
0.0
3.3
0.0
10.7
13.5
17.7
26.1
28.3
18.6

7.2 Site-to-Site Connectivity
Site-to-site connectivity must be enumerated for each aircraft/radio pair at each site, requiring
four computations per site. Data for each radio set can be consolidated into a single matrix of
link margins at each site for a candidate radio. The enumeration of all site accesses can be
automated in STK through a script that generates each access computation across all possible
aircraft pairs. A sample excerpt from the Radio B connectivity matrix is shown below with each
entry representing the link margin in dB. For this particular subset of data, the matrix is
indicating that if Aircraft 2 was located at Site 2, it would have a link margin of 11 dB from
Aircraft 2 located at Site 12. From this matrix, average number of crosslinks can be calculated
computationally for a given candidate architecture.
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Table 11. Sample Radio B Site-to-Site Connectivity Matrix
Site 1
Aircraft 1 Link
Aircraft 2 Link
Margin (dB)
Margin (dB)
Site 1

Site 2

Site 12

Aircraft 1 Link
Margin (dB)
Aircraft 2 Link
Margin (dB)
Aircraft 1 Link
Margin (dB)
Aircraft 2 Link
Margin (dB)
…
…
Aircraft 1 Link
Margin (dB)
Aircraft 2 Link
Margin (dB)

Site 2
Aircraft 1 Link
Aircraft 2 Link
Margin (dB)
Margin (dB)

…

…

Site 12
Aircraft 1 Link
Aircraft 2 Link
Margin (dB)
Margin (dB)

0

0

0

0

…

…

0

0

0

0

0

0

…

…

0

0

0

0

0

0

…

…

0

0

0
…
…

0
…
…

0
…
…

0
…
…

…
…
…

…
…
…

0
…
…

11
…
…

0

0

0

11

…

…

0

0

0

0

0

0

…

…

0

0
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8 Multi-Objective Optimization Model
To perform the architecture evaluation, a multi-objective optimization (MOO) model is
implemented to inform the decision of selecting an optimal architecture. In a MOO problem,
there is no global optimum that can be selected, but rather a set of solutions that satisfy the
Pareto optimal criteria [2]. A mathematical definition of Pareto optimality is presented in 8.1
and can be described as the set of non-dominated solutions that minimizes one objective
function that cannot be minimized further without making the other objective functions worse
[3].

Marler and Arora describe algorithms that can be utilized by system architects for evaluations
in which there is no articulation of preferences by stakeholders [2]. Genetic algorithms are
presented for finding nearly global optimums in MOO decision problems to yield a Pareto front
and will be applied for the MOO model presented in subsequent sections. In the absence of
preferences in performance metrics by stakeholders, a Pareto front can be advantageous to
decision-makers by presenting a range of options for candidate architecture. The Pareto front
consists of the set of solutions that satisfy the Pareto optimality criteria, which in this case are
cost, coverage area and site-to-site connectivity. The articulation of preferences after the
Pareto front is determined is beneficial because the articulation of preferences prior to knowing
the respective costs and benefits of candidate architectures is both difficult and subjective. The
difficulty arises from the uncertainty presented in a large number of candidate architectures
and an absence of data highlighting the benefits of candidates. In this particular analysis of
aerial layer communications architectures, a priority of the measures of performance to
optimize is not realistic, as the goals of such a system are simply to maximize link coverage and
connectivity while minimizing cost. Attempting to quantify these preferences is not practical for
evaluating the optimal system architectures. Therefore, the Pareto front can be utilized as the
set of architecture options that system designers can choose from and to make the
understanding of tradeoffs among these options feasible.
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No equality constraints are placed on the MOO problem, as they are not needed for this
evaluation. The possibility exists that system architects designing a communications
architecture in this application would require certain sites to receive communications assets
based on mission needs, but these constraints are not imposed for this analysis. The MOO
model attempts to highlight the incremental benefits of deploying aircraft/radio pairs to an
increasing number of sites, so limiting evaluation of sites through equality constraints will
prohibit this insight. The decision consists primarily of assigning a binary 0 or 1 to each aircraft
type at a given site such that only one aircraft is selected for a given site, and two aircraft
deployed to the same site is not considered practically feasible. This imposes an inequality
constraint on the architecture such that the sum of aircraft at a given site must be less than or
equal to 1.

8.1 Definitions
Marler and Arora present a definition of Pareto optimality in [2] which is described below.
Additional terminology and definitions introduced below are consistent with the definitions
provided in [2], with additional definition as the terms relate to this analysis.
x: the design variables in the MOO model consisting of a binary 0 or 1 for each aircraft type at a
given site. The size of this vector is 24 (twice the number of sites) where odd indices indicate
the number of Aircraft 1 at a given site (0 or 1), and even indices indicate the number of Aircraft
2 at a given site (0 or 1).
F(x): this is the vector of objective functions that map the design variables to the three
measures of performance (ground coverage area, site-to-site connectivity and cost).
F1(x): the objective function which computes the total cost for the architecture specified by the
decision variables in x.
F2(x): the objective function which computes the total ground coverage for a given architecture
specified by x. While the intent of the MOO decision model is to maximize this measure of
performance, the formulation of the objective function must be specified as a minimization
problem, so total coverage area for a given architecture computation will be returned as the
additive inverse of total coverage area computed.
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F3(x): the objective function which computes the average number of site-to-site links for the
architecture specified by x. This objective must also be formulated as a minimization problem,
so the objective function computation will return the additive inverse of the average number of
site-to-site links.
gj(x): the inequality constraints placed on the architectures specified by x. Note that this
constraint function will impose pair-wise constraints on the use of Aircraft 1 and Aircraft 2 at a
given site, such that the sum of Aircraft 1 and Aircraft 2 at a given site must be less than or
equal to 1.
Pareto Optimal: A point, x* ϵ X, is Pareto optimal iff there does not exist another point, x ϵ X,
such that F(x) ≤ F(x*), and Fi(x) < Fi(x*) for at least one function. [2]

8.1.1

Multi-Objective Optimization Problem Definition

The MOO problem is defined below based on the definition in [2] such that the vector of
objective functions will be minimized for the decision vector of design variables in x:

Minimize F(x) = [F1(x), F2(x), F3(x)]
x
subject to gj(x) ≤ 0

(8)

j = 1,2…,24

The MOO model will return all architectures x that lie on the Pareto front and the
corresponding objective function values. From this Pareto front, an analysis of the optimal
architecture can be conducted to select the architecture to deploy.

8.2 Objective Function Description
The objective functions are presented below using pseudocode which is the basis for each
function to be implemented in software through the use of MATLAB. The MATLAB
implementation is discussed in 8.4 and details the MOO algorithms utilized to generate the
Pareto front.
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8.2.1

Cost Objective Function

Pseudocode for the cost function, F1(x), is shown below. This function consists of returning the
total cost for a given architecture. Because x is arranged such that odd indices map to Aircraft 1
and even indices map to Aircraft 2, the function must check for a binary 1 in each index to
determine the total of each aircraft type. The cost computation consists of calculating the cost
of the candidate radio on the given aircraft deployment.

for i = 1 to length(x)
if i is odd and x(i) = 1
Aircraft 1 Total = Aircraft 1 Total + 1
else
if i is even and x(i) = 1
Aircraft 2 Total = Aircraft 2 Total + 1
end
end
F1(1) = Aircraft 1 Total * (Aircraft 1 Cost + Radio Cost) +
Aircraft 2 Total * (Aircraft 2 Cost + Radio Cost)
Return F1(x)

8.2.2

Ground Coverage Objective Function

The objective function for calculating ground coverage, F2(x), takes as its inputs the decision
vector x and the ground coverage matrix for all aircraft types for the 12 site deployment. The
matrix contains link margin computations to the ground vehicle at the latitudes and longitudes
of the grid points described in 7.2 for a total of 8400 grid points. The resulting matrix is of size
8400 x 24 and contains the link margins as the elements. This matrix must be parsed for the
given deployment specified by x and will contain multiple link margin values exceeding 0 dB at a
given grid point. The objective function determines the maximum link margin at a given grid
point where xi is equal to 1 and determines the number of unique points in the area target that
have a maximum link margin greater than 0 dB, indicating successful closure of the radio link
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from an aircraft to a ground vehicle. The combining of ground coverage by picking the
maximum link margin at a given point from all sites imposes additional non-linearity beyond
those presented in the ground coverage computation. Picking the maximum link margin at a
given point is appropriate because it will indicated the highest performance link from all of the
aircraft in the current architecture to a ground vehicle. The number of grid points exhibiting
non-zero link margins is multiplied by the area of a single grid point, which is 7.22 km 2. This grid
size is determined by the geographic area targeted and the grid spacing.

for i = 1 to number of grid points
Grid Point Data Vector = x .* Link Margin Vector(i);
Max Link Margin = max(Grid Point Data Vector)
if Max Link Margin > 0
Total Covered Points = Total Covered Points + 1;
end
F2(x) = -1*(Total Covered Points)*7.22;
Return F2(x)

8.2.3

Site-to-Site Connectivity Objective Function

The site-to-site connectivity objective function, F3(x), takes the decision vector x and a matrix of
link margins for all aircraft combinations at the 12 sites. The enumeration of this data set is
described in 7.2 and consists of a 24 x 24 matrix where a given row has as its elements the link
margins to a given aircraft type at a given site. The first row of this matrix represents the link
margins from all sites using either Aircraft 1 or Aircraft 2 to Aircraft 1 at sites where the current
architecture decision variables are non-zero to Aircraft 1 at Site 1. Prior to evaluating the row
vector at a given site, the Link Margin Matrix and the current architecture decision variables
must be multiplied element-by-element. This step ensures that only aircraft being used in the
current architecture decision variables are evaluated for connectivity, and not aircraft for which
connectivity may exist, but are not utilized in the current iteration. The current architecture is
determined by multiplying the 24x1 vector x by the transpose of x, resulting in a 24x24 matrix.
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This function will compute the average number of site-to-site links in the candidate architecture
specified by x and return the additive inverse.

for i = 1 to number of sites
if x(i) == 0
continue
else
Number of Aircraft = Number of Aircraft + 1
Current Architecture = x * xT;
Site Access Matrix = Current Architecture .* Link Margin Matrix[I,:]
for j = 1 to number of sites
if Site Access Matrix(i,j) > 0
Number of Links = Number of Links +1;
end
end
F3(x) = -1*(Number of Links/Number of Aircraft in x);
Return F3(x)

8.3 Enumeration of the Pareto Front
The enumeration of the Pareto front for the vector of objective functions can be accomplished
through the use of a Genetic Algorithm (GA). The Genetic Algorithm is an evolutionary
computation technique that relies on principles of natural selection to search for the best
solution to a decision problem presented by Holland in 1975 in [8]. GAs can be utilized to search
through the entire set of feasible solutions in a MOO decision problem and yield the Pareto
front. For decision problems involving objective functions that are non-linear or discontinuous,
the Genetic Algorithm is often better-suited than standard optimization algorithms [6]. Because
the GA does not require any knowledge beyond what is specified in the objective functions, it
can find a global or near-global optimum for discrete and non-linear search spaces such as the
MOO problem posed in 8.1.1[6]. The GA can be applied to MOO problems specifically for
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generating the Pareto front in order to identify the alternative solutions being sought for this
architecture evaluation.

8.3.1

Genetic Algorithm Overview

A simple GA consists of three sequential steps imitating natural selection which are iterated
over to traverse the search space utilizing the fitness function. In the context of GA, fitness
functions are synonymous with objective functions, and the term fitness function is typically
utilized to describe the fitness of given individuals to reproduce offspring in subsequent
generations. These steps consist of selection, crossover, and mutation with the goals of these
steps to find the fittest “individuals”, which in this case are the candidate architectures on the
Pareto front [7].


Selection: randomly selects “individuals” (candidate architectures) for reproduction
based on probabilities depending in fitness functions which allows for the fittest
architectures to be selected with a higher probability. The fitness functions in this case
are the objective functions described in 8.2.



Crossover: This step randomly chooses bits in the bit string from two selected individuals
to combine into offspring in the subsequent generation of the algorithm execution.



Mutation: Mutation is applied throughout the execution of GA by randomly flipping bits
in the bit strings of individuals, typically with some small probability. The intent of this
step is to reduce the likelihood of the algorithm getting stuck in a local optimum.

Algorithm Execution
The execution of the steps described above comprising a simple GA is described in [7] as
follows:
1. Choose random starting population of n individuals, this is also called the initial
population. A “creation function” is employed to select the initial population
probabilistically based on the fitness of individuals.
2. Calculate the fitness function for each individual of the population.
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3. Repeat the selection, crossover, and mutation steps until a new population of n
individuals is created. Each new population is called a “generation”.


Select two individuals from the current population with the probability of
selection increasing based on the fitness function provided.



Combine the two selected individuals randomly to yield two offspring based on
some crossover probability.



Randomly apply a mutation to bits in the two offspring based on some mutation
probability. Note that the mutation of bits in the two offspring occurs at some
small probability, and will not occur in most offspring.

4. Replace the current population with the new n offspring generated in step 3.
Steps 2 through 4 are repeated for a set number of iterations or if the improvement in fitness in
subsequent generations falls below some threshold improvement. The steps of the simple GA
described by Mitchell on a population of candidate architectures are shown in Figure 10. Note
that in this application of the GA, intermediate measures of performance were computed
offline to be utilized in the architecture evaluation examining cost, coverage area performance
and average number of crosslinks as the algorithm executed.
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Figure 10. Simple GA Flow Chart

Limitations of Genetic Algorithm
The intent of the GA is to find a solution to an optimization problem by searching a fraction of
the entire search space of candidate architectures, which can be very large. The output of the
GA is a candidate architecture that is near-optimal or on the Pareto front, or optimal without
examining the entire search space [7]. For the evaluation of the 12 site deployment for a
communication system architecture, GA is an appropriate method because the number of
architectures is quite large and can grow further with the addition of more sites beyond the 12
considered in this analysis. The lack of a complete evaluation of the search space can lead to
solutions that are not truly optimal and the potential exists for premature termination if the
maximum number of iterations is reached. Additionally, convergence criteria based on
incremental improvements in the fitness function that fall below the required threshold can
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lead to premature termination [6]. However, given the large number of permutations for
candidate architectures, near-optimal solutions will suffice for this architecture evaluation.

8.4 MATLAB Decision Model Implementation
The MATLAB computing environment is utilized to implement the objective functions described
in 8.2 as well as the enumeration of the Pareto front using the multi-objective GA. MATLAB was
selected as the appropriate tool for implementing the MOO decision model because of the
availability of a multi-objective GA implementing in the Global Optimization Toolbox and the
capabilities of MATLAB to perform data analysis on the Pareto front returned from execution of
the multi-objective GA. In addition, MATLAB is widely used for numerical computing and data
analysis applications in engineering organizations and is readily available for student use.

8.4.1

MATLAB Global Optimization Toolbox

The MATLAB Global Optimization Toolbox is a MATLAB add-on providing functions to perform
optimization and searches for global solutions that contain multiple maxima or minima [10].
Additionally, it provides a customizable GA function that allows users to tailor the GA based on
initial populations or different crossover, selection and mutation functions. For this analysis, the
gamultiobj solver is utilized to enumerate the Pareto front of the three objective functions. The
implementation of the gamultiobj solver is based on the non-dominated
sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) presented in [9].

gamultiobj Solver Settings
The gamultiobj solver attempts to return the Pareto front for the objective functions and
corresponding decision variables specified in the function call. As discussed, the decision
variables consist of the 24-element vector, x, indicating the aircraft type chosen at each site.
Because these decision variables are binary, the gamultiobj solver must be configured to
operate on a bit string population. The population utilized in gamultiobj and the decision
variables are synonymous. In the current implementation of gamultiobj, all constraints are
ignored when operating on populations of type bit string [11]. To address the inability to
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express constraints, the MOO model applies severe penalties to infeasible architectures to
prevent these architectures from appearing on the Pareto front.

Initial Population Settings
Initial populations can be specified prior to running gamultiobj where a user can specify a
candidate architecture that is believed to be advantageous with respect to one or more
objective functions to speed up convergence of the algorithm. In this application, there is no
prior knowledge or articulation of what an advantageous architecture is, therefore the default
settings are used. The default initial population is generated randomly at the start of
gamultiobj. A sensitivity analysis is presented in 9.3 which examines gamultiobj outputs for two
different initial populations.

Constraint Settings
As stated above, constraints are ignored for population types that are bit strings. In the MOO
problem definition in 8.1.1, a constraint was placed on the candidate architectures that only
one instance of a type of aircraft can be selected at a given site. This constraint is intended to
prevent the use of two different aircraft types at a given site, however gamultiobj does not
allow this constraint to be applied.

Two approaches were considered to address the possibility of Aircraft 1 and Aircraft 2 being
deployed at a single site and being on the Pareto Front. The first approach consists of simply
throwing out these architectures from the Pareto front after gamultiobj terminates. The second
approach consists of checking for this condition in the objective functions and simply returning
a high cost and poor link performance for this architecture. This has the effect of removing
architectures that pick multiple aircraft at a given site from the Pareto front. The first approach
was attempted for this architecture evaluation because it is easy to throw out such points after
the Pareto front is enumerated, and allows designers to at least consider the costs and benefits
of such a deployment. However, this approach yielded too many points on the Pareto front
containing multiple aircraft at a single site. Furthermore, the prevalence of these architectures
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on the Pareto front could indicate that the gamultiobj function returned architectures that
were non-dominated on the dimension of cost, coverage area or average number of crosslinks.
While pairwise evaluation of aircraft counts at each site does not scale well as the number of
sites increases, this approach was utilized and documented in Appendix A. Evaluation of the
Pareto front after the termination of gamultiobj indicated that no sites on the Pareto front
included multiple aircraft at a given site.
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9 Architecture Evaluation Results
The Pareto front was generated for Radio A and Radio B separately using the MOO decision
model described above. Results for each radio type are presented together with the intent of
down-selecting from the Pareto front for each radio type to select to optimal architectures for
each radio system. From these selected architectures, an analysis of the respective
performance of each radio type is presented.

9.1 Performance Results
In order to evaluate the performance of Pareto optimal architectures, the Pareto front can be
analyzed for each pair-wise combination of fitness functions. While the Pareto front returned
by the MOO model returns the non-dominated Pareto front in the three dimensions analyzed,
the Pareto front is presented in two dimensional space for the three combinations. The figures
below plot performance of total coverage area vs. cost, average site-to-site connectivity vs.
cost, and average site-to-site connectivity vs. total coverage area. From these pair-wise
comparisons of performance, heuristics can be applied by system architects to further downselect from the Pareto front to a handful of candidate architectures for more detailed analysis.
For each radio type, the total population of architectures generated by gamultiobj was
approximately 350 architectures. For Radio A, the Pareto front consisted of 54 architectures,
while the Pareto front for Radio B consisted of 49 architectures.

9.1.1

Total Coverage Area vs. Cost

Coverage area vs. cost is presented in Figure 11. From this plot, coverage performance for both
radio systems levels off at around a cost of $80 million from which there is only a small
incremental improvement in coverage performance for larger improvements in cost. This data
suggests that coverage area in the $60-$80 million range is worth evaluating in more detail
against the site-to-site connectivity performance. In this comparison of fitness functions, a clear
indication of the leveling off of performance can aid system architects in down-selecting to a
subset of Pareto optimal candidate architectures. This figure also highlights the significant
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performance advantage offered by Radio B based on the higher tolerable path loss from
airborne assets to a ground vehicle.
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Figure 11. Area Covered vs. Cost

9.1.2

Site-to-Site Connectivity vs. Cost

A comparison of site-to-site connectivity vs. cost is presented in Figure 12. For both radio types,
there is a leveling off in the peak average number of crosslinks per site as the architecture cost
increases. However, the spread in performance for the average number of crosslinks versus
cost in the Pareto front makes focusing on a subset of architectures difficult. If this Pareto front
is pared using the architectures in the $60 - $80 million range gleaned from Figure 11, an
evaluation of the network topologies of this subset of Pareto optimal architectures can be
conducted. While the average number of crosslinks metric is useful for yielding a Pareto front
based on high-level needs, additional analysis is required to gain more insight into the
differences in network performance for the remaining architectures in the $60 - $80 million
range.
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Site-to-Site Connectivity vs. Cost
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Figure 12. Average Number of Crosslinks vs. Cost

9.1.3

Site-to-Site Connectivity vs Area Covered

Site-to-Site connectivity vs. area covered for each radio type is shown in Figure 13. Similar to
the comparison presented in 9.1.2, a clear leveling off of site-to-site connectivity versus area
covered is not apparent. However, for Radio A there is a cluster of Pareto optimal architectures
in the 24,000 to 30,000 km2 region of total area covered. Similarly, there is clustering in
architectures utilizing Radio B in the 28,000 – 35,000 km2 region of total area covered. Downselecting from the Pareto front to architectures in these regions can potentially reveal a small
subset of optimal architectures when combined with the cost sensitivities presented in 9.1.1,
where architectures in the area of $60 - $80 million provide the best balance of coverage area
and cost. While this performance comparison does not clearly inform a down-selection of
candidate architectures, it can be utilized to infer “good” architectures requiring more detailed
analysis in the network topologies.
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Figure 13. Average Number of Crosslinks vs. Area Covered

9.2 Down-Selection from the Pareto Front
From the Pareto fronts presented above, candidate architectures in the range of approximately
$60 - $80 million will be considered to further evaluate site-to-site connectivity. Figure 11
indicates a leveling off of coverage area performance versus cost and can be used as a basis for
down-selecting from the Pareto front for evaluating the network performance embodied in the
Site-to-Site connectivity matrix. For the purposes of this analysis, an assumption is made that
this range of total cost is acceptable to decision makers. Evaluating the best topologies from
this subset is made more manageable by only considering the architectures where the coverage
area vs. cost comparison yields the best value.
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9.2.1

Radio A Down-Selection of the Pareto Front

After filtering the Pareto front to the range of acceptable costs described above, the remaining
Pareto front is reduced to 13 candidate architectures from the original 54. The down-selected
Pareto front is summarized in Table 12.

Table 12. Down-Selected Pareto Front for Radio A
Site

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Platform

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

Arch 1
Arch 2
Arch 3
Arch 4
Arch 5
Arch 6
Arch 7
Arch 8
Arch 9
Arch 10
Arch 11
Arch 12
Arch 13

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0

0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Area

Cost

(km )

Average
Crosslinks

# of Sites

25140
24548
23696
25277
24642
26707
23913
26432
26830
21660
21754
25292
28635

3.0
3.9
4.3
4.0
4.6
3.0
4.9
3.4
3.0
5.4
4.9
5.0
3.2

6
7
7
7
8
8
7
7
8
8
8
8
10

2

$60,300,000
$60,350,000
$60,350,000
$65,350,000
$65,400,000
$65,400,000
$70,350,000
$70,350,000
$70,400,000
$75,400,000
$75,400,000
$80,400,000
$80,500,000

A consolidated summary of Radio A candidate architectures is presented in Table 13, with the
addition of total number of sites for the given deployment and the composition of aircraft for a
given architecture.

Table 13. Radio A Consolidated Architecture Summary
Architecture

Cost

Arch 1
Arch 2
Arch 3
Arch 4
Arch 7
Arch 8
Arch 5
Arch 6
Arch 9
Arch 10
Arch 11
Arch 12
Arch 13

$60,300,000
$60,350,000
$60,350,000
$65,350,000
$70,350,000
$70,350,000
$65,400,000
$65,400,000
$70,400,000
$75,400,000
$75,400,000
$80,400,000
$80,500,000

Area
2

(km )
25140
24548
23696
25277
23913
26432
24642
26707
26830
21660
21754
25292
28635

Average
Crosslinks
3.0
3.9
4.3
4.0
4.9
3.4
4.6
3.0
3.0
5.4
4.9
5.0
3.2

Number of Sites
6
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
8
10

Number of
Aircraft 1
0
2
2
1
0
0
3
3
2
1
1
0
4

Number of
Aircraft 2
6
5
5
6
7
7
5
5
6
7
7
8
6

A bar graph of aircraft composition is provided in Figure 14 and reveals a clear dominance of
Aircraft 2 in the remaining candidate architectures, with four architectures consisting of only
Aircraft 2. The MOO model only accounted for aircraft cost when generating the Pareto front,
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however this data is insightful in that it could aid decision-makers in evaluating the utility of
considering both aircraft for deployment. The possibility exists that procuring only one aircraft
type could yield cost savings on the procurement cost by purchasing a larger number.
Furthermore, the lifecycle costs and logistics footprint could be reduced through the use of only
a single aircraft type. Clearly, these cost-savings depend on the individual aircraft themselves,
which as defined, are not well understood enough to the make such an assessment in this
analysis.

Figure 14. Aircraft Composition for Down-Selected Pareto Front Using Radio A

9.2.2

Radio B Down-Selection of the Pareto Front

Down-selecting from the Pareto front for Radio B on the basis of cost reduces the candidate
architectures from 49 to 12. The total coverage area for these candidates is tightly grouped in
the 28,000 to 35,000 km2 region of performance prohibiting further down-selection of the
Pareto front on the basis of coverage area. The remaining candidates are summarized in Table
14.
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Table 14. Down-Selected Pareto Front for Radio B
1
Architecture
Arch 1
Arch 2
Arch 3
Arch 4
Arch 5
Arch 6
Arch 7
Arch 8
Arch 9
Arch 10
Arch 11
Arch 12

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0

0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0

0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

Area

Cost
$60,900,000
$61,200,000
$61,200,000
$66,050,000
$66,200,000
$71,050,000
$76,200,000
$81,200,000
$81,200,000
$81,200,000
$81,350,000
$81,500,000

(km2)

Average
Crosslinks

# of Sites

31140
28187
29783
32757
32735
33414
33335
33920
32230
32367
29761
33725

4.3
6.0
5.0
3.4
3.5
4.3
5.0
5.3
6.3
5.8
6.9
5.6

6
8
8
7
8
7
8
8
8
8
9
10

Applying the same methodology described in 9.2.1, the candidate architectures are broken out
by aircraft composition and sorted in increasing order by number of sites comprising the
candidate architectures and summarized in Table 15.

Table 15. Radio B Consolidated Architecture Summary
Architecture

Cost

Arch 1
Arch 4
Arch 6
Arch 2
Arch 3
Arch 5
Arch 7
Arch 8
Arch 9
Arch 10
Arch 11
Arch 12

$60,900,000
$66,050,000
$71,050,000
$61,200,000
$61,200,000
$66,200,000
$76,200,000
$81,200,000
$81,200,000
$81,200,000
$81,350,000
$81,500,000

Area
(km2)
31140
32757
33414
28187
29783
32735
33335
33920
32230
32367
29761
33725

Average
Crosslinks

Number of Sites

Number of
Aircraft 1

Number of
Aircraft 2

4.3
3.4
4.3
6.0
5.0
3.5
5.0
5.3
6.3
5.8
6.9
5.6

6
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
9
10

0
1
0
4
4
3
1
0
0
0
2
4

6
6
7
4
4
5
7
8
8
8
7
6

The aircraft composition for the remaining candidate architectures is shown below in Figure 15.
As was observed for the Radio A down-selected Pareto front, a clear dominance of Aircraft 2 in
the remaining architectures is evident. Six of the remaining architectures utilize Aircraft 2 only
and highlight the need to examine potential cost savings that could be realized through the use
of a single aircraft type versus the two considered in the architecture evaluation.
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Figure 15. Aircraft Composition for Down-Selected Pareto Front Using Radio B

9.3 Sensitivity Analysis
In order to ensure that the Pareto fronts shown above are adequate for architectural
recommendations, a sensitivity analysis can be conducted utilizing different initial populations
prior to the execution of gamultiobj in MATLAB. Because gamultiobj does not perform an
exhaustive search through all feasible architectures, a sensitivity analysis can provide insight as
to whether the Pareto front returned by gamultiobj reflects near-optimal architectures. A
comparison can be conducted between the Pareto front enumerated above and two different
initial populations. The results presented in this sensitivity analysis focus on Pareto fronts for
Radio A returned by using two additional initial populations in order to validate the Pareto front
used above. The expectation is that the general trends observed in the Pareto front shown
above will be consistent using two different initial populations. The GA implemented in
MATLAB returns near-optimal solutions, so the expectation is that while the same near-optimal
solutions will not be identical in subsequent runs, the trends should be similar. Because the
trends in the Pareto fronts for both Radio A and Radio B are similar, sensitivity analysis on the
Radio A Pareto front should provide sufficient validation of the gamultiobj ability to achieve
adequate coverage of the search space.
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For the first initial population considered, gamultiobj will start with a candidate architecture
consisting of the best single site from the perspective of area covered. Deploying Aircraft 2 to
Site 11 yields the highest coverage area, so the initial population will be a bit string of zeros,
with the exception that a binary “one” will be located in the element corresponding to Aircraft
2 at Site 11. The intent of this initial population is to seed gamultiobj with a solution on the
Pareto front.

Figure 16. Comparison of Pareto Front to Initial Population 1

The Pareto front shown in Figure 16 for initial population 1 shows comparable performance for
area covered versus cost as the Pareto front presented in 9.1. The general trend of average
number of crosslinks increasing as cost increases is also observed for initial population 1,
though the performance of candidate architectures does not appear to be as strong for Initial
population 1 as cost increases. For the comparison of the average number of crosslinks versus
area covered, the general trend of initial population 1 matches the original Pareto front, though
the performance appears to be more spread out than the baseline Pareto front. There is also a
cluster of four points at the upper end of area covered and average number of crosslinks that
may warrant exploration as candidate architectures.

The second initial population assumed the “best case” deployment strategy from a
performance perspective. This case assumes that architecture cost is de-emphasized and Radio
A would be integrated on Aircraft 2 at all sites. This initial population consists of a binary “1”
placed at the elements corresponding to Aircraft 2 at all sites, and a binary “0” placed in
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elements corresponding to Aircraft 1. The Pareto front for this initial population is shown in
Figure 17.

Figure 17. Comparison of Pareto Front to Initial Population 2

The Pareto front using initial population 2 is very similar to the baseline Pareto front when
evaluating area covered versus cost. Similarly, the same trends are observed for site-to-site
connectivity versus cost are observed, though the spread in Pareto front using initial population
2 is greater, particularly for lower cost architectures. For site-to-site connectivity versus area
covered, the trends in the Pareto front both indicate positive correlation for these objectives.
Similar to the Pareto front shown for initial population 1, there is a cluster of points for initial
population 2 at the upper end of site-to-site connectivity and area covered. These architectures
also may warrant further consideration as candidates.

Varying the initial populations for gamultiobj does reveal the potential for some minor
differences in the Pareto fronts. The general trends in the Pareto fronts for the various
objective functions are consistent though, which increases the confidence level of the baseline
Pareto fronts presented in 9.1. However, the varying of initial populations does reveal
candidate architectures that could be considered for the architectural evaluation, so a
sensitivity analysis consisting of testing at the extremes using initial populations could be useful
for further optimizing the MOO model outputs.
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10 Detailed Analysis of Selected Architectures
In order to further down-select the candidate architectures, site-to-site connectivity (measured
by average number of crosslinks) can be utilized as a metric to further down-select from the
Pareto front. Recall that the average number of crosslinks metric is the measure of network
performance for candidate architectures to tolerate the loss of individual nodes in the
architecture and maximize throughput. For these candidate architectures, understanding the
trade off in average crosslinks versus coverage area is necessary, which is illustrated in Figure
18. For Radio A, there is a discernible degradation in average number of crosslinks as coverage
area increases. This is likely due to the positions of the sites selected in these candidate
architectures. If candidate architectures selected utilize sites that are more geographically
spread out, there is a higher likelihood of average number of crosslinks decreasing as more
terrain obstructions can limit crosslink connectivity. However, if there is greater spread in the
site distances, more unique coverage points are able to be covered in the ground coverage
computation. For Radio B, a similar trend is observed where the average number of crosslinks
generally decreases as coverage area increases.

Figure 18. Average Crosslinks vs. Area Covered for Pared Pareto Front
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Further down-selecting the candidate architectures from the remaining Pareto front is difficult
given the lack of a clear articulation of user needs from stakeholders. The down-selected
architectures presented in 9.2 provide a set of candidate architectures that can be utilized by
decision-makers to further articulate preferences within this set of architectures. For example,
the prioritization of certain sites can be articulated which could remove a subset of the
candidate architectures even further. In this analysis, no assumption is made on the relative
strength of importance of average number of crosslinks or total area covered. To further downselect the candidate architectures, an assumption is made that three candidates for each type
of radio will be selected to conduct a detailed performance analysis to identify the better radio
option. To perform this down-selection, it is assumed that the three architectures will consist of
the architecture with the highest average number of crosslinks, the architecture with highest
total area covered, and the third architecture will consist of an estimate of the midpoint
between these two competing requirements. The selected architectures are annotated in
Figure 19 below. Note that there the selection of the “midpoint” architecture is subjective in
the absence of an articulation of the relative importance of the two metrics analyzed.

Figure 19. Final Candidate Architectures for Radio A and Radio B
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10.1 STK Evaluation of Final Candidate Architectures
The architectures selected for the detailed performance analysis are summarized in Table 16
along with the performance attributes prioritized. The corresponding aircraft and the
respective sites in each of the candidate architectures are taken from Table 13 and Table 15.
The STK model can be utilized to assess the system-level performance of these candidates for
the purpose of comparing performance between Radio A and Radio B. Detailed analysis of the
remaining architectures can provide visualization of the architectures to gain insight into the
respective benefits and limitations of the remaining architectures. The detailed coverage views
are grouped by attribute to facilitate differentiation among the two radios analyzed.

Table 16. Consolidated Final Candidate Architectures

Architecture

Cost

Attribute

Radio A
Arch 10

$75,400,000

Maximum Site-to-Site Connectivity

Arch 12

$80,400,000

Balance of Site-to-Site Connectivity
and Area Covered

Arch 13
Radio B
Arch 8
Arch 9

$80,500,000

Maximum Area Covered

$81,200,000
$81,200,000

Maximum Area Covered
Balance of Site-to-Site Connectivity
and Area Covered

Arch 11

$81,350,000

Maximum Site-to-Site Connectivity

10.1.1 Radio Comparison for Maximum Site-to-Site Connectivity
For the maximum site-to-site connectivity attribute, Radio B appears significantly better both in
site-to-site connectivity and area covered. Not only does Radio B possess a denser topology, but
the ground coverage area is significantly bigger. Furthermore, the link margins shown
throughout the region is predominantly in the blue region (greater than 12 dB). This
architecture costs approximately $6 million more than the corresponding Radio A architecture,
but offers a significant improvement in performance. Both networks exhibit topologies with
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nodes containing multiple links, indicating a degree of tolerance against the loss of a single
node and maximal throughput performance.

Figure 20. Architecture 10 for Radio A (Maximum Site-to-Site Connectivity)

Figure 21. Architecture 11 for Radio B (Maximum Site-to-Site Connectivity)
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10.1.2 Radio Comparison for Maximum Area Covered
If total area covered is an attribute prioritized by stakeholders, Figure 22 and Figure 23
illustrate how the inclusion of edge nodes increases the coverage footprint at the cost of
average number of crosslinks. This is illustrated at Sites 4 and 12 for the Radio A architecture
and at Site 12 for the Radio B architecture. This visualization allows the tradeoff to be made for
choosing to deploy to these sites, as stakeholders can weigh the importance of bringing edge
nodes into the topology to increase coverage area. However, this topology has fewer point to
point links, reducing throughput. These topologies are also less robust to the loss of individual
nodes. For example, if the asset at Site 2 cannot operate for a given mission, Sites 4 and 12 will
not be able to reach back into the network in the Radio A architecture, and Site 12 would not
be able to reach back in the Radio B architecture. As was seen in the previous figures, Radio B
appears to offer a significant improvement in performance for both site-to-site connectivity and
ground coverage. This architecture costs a fraction more than the corresponding Radio A
architecture, costing only $700,000 more.

Figure 22. Architecture 13 for Radio A (Maximum Area Covered)
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Figure 23. Architecture 8 for Radio B (Maximum Area Covered)

10.1.3 Radio Comparison for Balanced Architecture
The balanced architecture shows a robust topology for both Radio A and Radio B with no edge
nodes that may be unreachable if a single node is not available and provides more coverage
than the architectures presented in 10.1.1. Radio B offers a significant performance
improvement in link performance and total area covered for only $800,000. This is a negligible
increase given that the architectures both cost approximately $80 million. The consideration of
a balanced architecture taken from the down-selected Pareto front can be useful for rapidly
picking an architecture in the absence of a clear priority in the area covered and average
number of crosslinks metrics.
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Figure 24. Architecture 12 for Radio A (Balanced Architecture)

Figure 25. Architecture 9 for Radio B (Balanced Architecture)
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10.2 Suitability of Site-to-Site Connectivity as a Measure of Network Resilience
The site-to-site connectivity matrix is utilized to evaluate the average number of cross-links for
a given candidate architecture in the MOO. This performance metric is a measure of both
throughput performance in the presence of relays and network resilience to the loss of nodes.
Network resilience is relevant to decision makers because aircraft are unlikely to have 100%
availability.

Various factors such as maintenance and weather prevent the launch and

execution of missions conducted by aircraft. In [21], Burke presents aggregate data for Air
Force aircraft illustrating the percentage of time in given year that aircraft are mission capable
(MC). These annual rates reveal MC rates between 70% - 80% which can degrade the
performance of the network in providing connectivity between aircraft.

Figure 26. Aggregate Air Force Fleet Rates for Mission Capability [21]

To evaluate the utility of average number of crosslinks as a measure of network resilience, we
can analyze two of the final candidate architectures for Radio A. The architectures to be
analyzed will be the architecture maximizing ground coverage (with the lowest average number
of crosslinks) and the architecture maximizing average number of crosslinks. From these two
architectures, simulations can be conducted based on the MC rates presented in Figure 26 and
network measures can be calculated to understand the degradation as aircraft are removed.
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10.2.1 Analysis of Average Crosslinks in the Presence of Node Failures
While maximizing average number of crosslinks offers some measure of network performance,
this measure can get skewed by certain sites exhibiting a higher number of average crosslinks.
These “hub” nodes can mask the presence of edge nodes with a small number of crosslinks.
Additional network measures are described in 11.3 that utilize a more holistic measure of
network resilience from the perspective of minimizing the variance in average number of
crosslinks to minimize hub nodes. Given the desire to maximize point to point connectivity for
throughput performance, average number of crosslinks is a sufficient measure of network
performance for this analysis. To illustrate the suitability of average number of crosslinks as a
measure of network resilience, we can examine the decrease in average number of crosslinks as
nodes are randomly removed from the architecture based on representative data for the MC
rates of nodes.

Using MATLAB, we can randomly drop out nodes from the network based on the MC rate. A
random number (drawn uniformly on the interval 1 to 100) will be generated for each node. If
this random number exceeds the MC rate utilized for a given run, the node will be removed
from the network. Note that for this analysis, it is assumed that individual aircraft being
incapable of executing a given mission are independent events, which may not be true for
specific platforms with known reliability issues or common failure modes. The resultant
architecture will be combined with the previously calculated site-to-site connectivity matrix to
extract the new topology with MC nodes. MC rates of 60%, 70% and 80% will be examined
below to illustrate the degradation for various MC rates. These simulations will be useful for
evaluating network resilience of the final architectures being considered for the deployment.

For the two architectures, 100 trials will be conducted and the average number of island nodes
and edge nodes will be calculated. Island nodes are defined to be nodes in the network that are
MC, but have no neighbors. The occurrence of island nodes in a given topology are important to
quantify as this measure quantifies the event that an aircraft can operate on a given mission
but cannot communicate with any other aircraft. Edge nodes are defined to be MC nodes with a
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single neighbor. Understanding the number of edge nodes can provide insight into the number
of occurrences of aircraft that can support the mission, but can only communicate with a single
aircraft. These edge nodes will see a reduction in throughput to other sites as they will be
forced to relay through their one neighbor.

An example output of a network with a 100% MC rate for the maximum ground coverage
architecture for Radio A is shown below. Note that this topology matches what is shown in
Figure 22.

Network Topology for Mission Capable Rate of 100%
34.3

Average Number of Crosslinks: 3.2
Total Sites Operational: 10

34.2

*
Site3

*
Site1

34.1

*
Site5

Latitude

34

33.9

*
Site11

*
Site9

*
Site8
*
Site12

33.8

33.7

*
Site4
*
Site2

33.6

*
Site10
33.5
-116.5

-116

-115.5
Longitude

-115

-114.5

Figure 27. Example Network Generated in MATLAB

The network topologies in these runs will vary based on link closure probabilities and the loss of
nodes, which can degrade the network. An example degraded network is shown in Figure 28. In
this example network, Sites 3, 4, and 10 are edge nodes with only one neighbor. Site 8 is an
island node with no neighbors.
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Network Topology for Mission Capable Rate of 60%
34.3

Average Number of Crosslinks: 1.33
Total Sites Operational: 6

34.2

*
Site3

*
Site5

34.1

Latitude

34

33.9

*
Site8

33.8

33.7

*
Site4
*
Site2

33.6

*
Site10
33.5
-116.5

-116

-115.5
Longitude

-115

-114.5

Figure 28. Example Degraded Network

Results
The results of the 100 trials for the three MC rates analyzed are summarized in Table 17. For
the three MC rates analyzed, we see a large percentage of networks containing island nodes for
the “Max Area Covered” architecture. For this architecture, 41% of the networks simulated
contain at least one island node for the MC rate of 60% versus only 7% for the “Max Site to Site
Connectivity” architecture. Even at MC rates of 80% (which is slightly optimistic based on the
MC rates presented in Figure 26), the “Max Area Covered” architecture shows 29% of the
networks containing at least one island node versus only 1% for the “Max Site to Site
Connectivity” architecture. In addition, the higher number of crosslinks results in fewer
networks with edge nodes. These simulation results reveal a clear indication that the average
number of crosslinks metric provides higher network performance with respect to these
metrics in the presence of node failure.

Table 17. Simulated Network Performance Metrics
Architecture
Max Area Covered
Max Site to Site Connectivity
Max Area Covered
Max Site to Site Connectivity
Max Area Covered
Max Site to Site Connectivity

MC
Rate
60%
60%
70%
70%
80%
80%

Average
Crosslinks
(100% MC
Rate)
3.2
5.4
3.2
5.4
3.2
5.4

Simulated
Average
Crosslinks
(100 trials)
1.8
2.8
2.1
3.4
2.5
4.1

Number of Trial
Networks with
Island Nodes

Number of Trial
Networks with
Edge Nodes

41
7
32
2
29
1

91
41
87
24
83
16
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A graph of island nodes for each MC rate is shown in the figures below. For the 60% MC rate, of
the 7 occurrences of island nodes for the “Max Site to Site Connectivity” architecture, only one
of these occurrences exhibits 2 island nodes. For the “Max Area Covered” architecture, we can
observe multiple occurrences of 2 or more island nodes, indicating a large number of aircraft
that cannot communicate.

Figure 29. Island Nodes for 100 Trials (MC Rate of 60%)

For the MC rate of 70%, we see a drop off in the number of occurrences of 3 or 4 island nodes
in the “Max Area Covered” architecture, but numerous cases with at least one island node.
Conversely, we see only two occurrences of island nodes for the “Max Site to Site Connectivity”
architecture.
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Figure 30. Island Nodes for 100 Trials (MC Rate of 70%)

The MC rate of 80% represents the most optimistic case for MC rates, yet numerous networks
occur with at least 1 island node for the “Area Covered” architecture. In this trial, only 1
network with an island node is observed for the “Max Site to Site Connectivity” architecture.

Figure 31. Island Nodes for 100 Trials (MC Rate of 80%)

From the simulations presented above, we can infer that the average number of crosslinks
metric utilized for the architecture evaluation provides a useful measure of network
performance in the presence of node failures. The “Max Site to Site Connectivity” architecture
shown to have an average of 5.4 crosslinks per node appears to provide high tolerance against
the loss of individual nodes for the MC rates considered. Decision makers can consider the
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analysis presented here to understand the degradation in network performance for candidate
aircraft with MC rates below 100%. While the tolerance for island nodes in the deployed
networks depends on the nature of missions being conducted with the communications
architecture, consideration of network resilience is important to understanding the expected
performance of the selected architecture.
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11 Future Extensions
This analysis could be extended to incorporate additional performance measures or modified
objective functions to better differentiate performance of communications systems and model
aircraft. Extensions for both are discussed below along with techniques for modifying the STK
and MOO model to implement such extensions.

11.1 Dynamic Aircraft
The STK model assumes that the aircraft utilized have the ability to loiter in a fixed position at
the stated altitudes for the duration of the scenario. This assumption simplifies the analysis in
that performance degradation due to mobility of aircraft is not examined. Aircraft traveling
along flight paths servicing ground nodes can induce outages of wireless links during banking or
turn maneuvers, as antennas become masked by the aircraft body, preventing link closure. STK
allows the definition of flight profiles for aircraft being modeled as well as body mask profiles
for antennas, so aircraft could be extended to fly prescribed orbits to evaluate link performance
over an appropriate time horizon and examining connectivity.

For performance analysis of radio links to ground users, the measure of performance could be
modified to calculate average link margin over the time horizon being analyzed in lieu of the
maximum link margin that is calculated in the current model. Additionally, this metric could be
changed to examine “percent connectivity” which would measure the percent of time a ground
node placed at the various grid points can successfully close a link. This same metric could be
utilized for site-to-site connectivity between dynamic aircraft.

Extending the STK model to include dynamic aircraft will allow additional candidate aircraft to
be considered in the MOO model and allow more flexibility in designing candidate
architectures. However, adding dynamic aircraft operating over prescribed orbits would
increase the processing time for enumerating the trade space and should be factored in to the
architectural evaluation.
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11.2 Adaptive Data Rates
Many tactical radios deployed to military users will provide adaptive data rates for throughput
depending on the received signal level (RSL). As RSL decreases, throughput will typically
degrade as radios attempt to send data at a lower rate which requires less signal power for
successful link closure. The link margin metric utilized could be extended such that regions of
link margin could map to throughput rates on candidate radios and an average throughput
performance measure could be introduced to better differentiate performance of candidate
radios. For example, for Radio B was stated to be 10 Mbps. If we assume that the radio adapts
its data rate based on link margin (which can be combined with the known receiver sensitivity)
based on the following table, average throughput can be calculated:

Table 18. Example Adaptive Data Rate RSL Thresholds

Link Margin (dB)
Greater than 10
6 – 10
3–6
0–3

Data Rate (Mbps)
10
5
1
0.5

Such a measure of performance could increase the level of fidelity for evaluating candidate
radios that offer comparable throughputs and link ranges. A weighted sum of the link margins
at each grid point, weighted by throughput, could offer an insightful metric of the throughput
estimated for a given aircraft and ground node.

11.3 Network Topology Optimization
While important features of the network topologies desired by stakeholders in this
architectural evaluation are not articulated, several metrics exist that could be leveraged in the
evaluation. In [12], several network metrics are presented that could be leveraged to better
understand the performance of the network topologies represented by the site-to-site
connectivity matrices. These matrices are adjacency matrices weighted by the link margins
calculated in STK, where connections between vertices (radio/aircraft pairs) are represented by
non-zero link margins. The “degree” as defined in [13], is the number of links emanating from a
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given node in the matrix, while a “path” is defined as the nodes that comprise in an indirect link
between nodes not directly connected [13]. These features can be analyzed for given
topologies to assess performance along these metrics.

In [12], centrality measures are presented that can be utilized to assess the robustness of a
network to the loss of certain nodes. The candidate architectures presented rely on the
availability of aircraft which have Aircraft 1 availabilities that are less than 100% of the time due
to maintenance or weather. In the presence of the loss of nodes, network topologies could be
analyzed based on the level of robustness to the loss of nodes through network centrality
measures. In [12], “degree centrality (CD(t))” is defined as the number of degrees of a given
node relative to the node with the highest degree:
C ' D (t )  C D (t ) / Highest Degree

(9)

The variance of the degree centralities could be leveraged to assess centralization at the
network level. Values of degree centrality near 1 indicate the presence of highly central nodes,
while values close 0 indicate decentralized nodes in the topology. Such a metric could be
utilized to rank topologies of candidate architectures to assess tolerance to the loss of aircraft
where architectures exhibiting the lowest network centralization being preferred.

In addition to the degree centrality measures, assessing average path lengths for network
topologies could be an insightful metric. For a given topology, the average path length for all
connections at a given site could be conducted over the entire candidate architecture to rank
topologies by average path length. Such a measure could provide insight into how radio
performance could be expected to degrade as information passes through multiple radio
systems for transmitters and receivers not directly connected.
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12 Conclusions
The intent of this architectural evaluation is to inform decision-making through the generation
of the Pareto front for a large number of candidate architectures. The methodology developed
and presented herein describes an approach for evaluating a large number of architecture
combinations for representative tactical radio systems. The approach demonstrated the
capability to down-select the architectural candidates from 531,441 combinations to three
candidates for each radio type. From this set of six architectures, a detailed performance
comparison can be conducted in support of an architectural recommendation. The approach
provides an effective means of reducing the complex trade space to a tangible number of
architectures to make an informed architectural decision. Furthermore, the analysis required
only a high-level articulation of operational needs in the form of maximizing coverage area and
site-to-site connectivity and the costs of aircraft and radio systems.

From these high-level needs, the enumeration of the trade space and generation of the Pareto
front utilizing an MOO model can be conducted. Generation of the Pareto front can be quite
valuable in aiding decision-makers in differentiating among candidate architectures. Downselecting from the Pareto front and performing subsequent analysis on a handful of
architectures raises important architectural questions that can aid in the articulation of more
detailed requirements. For example, the presentation of the down-selected Pareto front in this
evaluation provides an opportunity to prioritize delivering the communications system to
certain sites with a greater operational need. In addition, from the down-selected Pareto fronts
for Radio A and Radio B, a clear dominance in the selection of Aircraft 2 is evident. This feature
of the Pareto front presents a need to understand the potential cost savings in utilizing only one
aircraft from a lifecycle cost perspective.

The detailed evaluation of the remaining six architectures is made feasible by the downselection of the Pareto front. While the down-selection in this analysis made some assumptions
(picking the “best” architectures for site-to-site connectivity and total area covered, and picking
the “balanced” architecture), the detailed analysis is made more manageable. Additionally, the
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detailed analysis of only a small number of architectures allows stakeholders to gain additional
insights, such as the tradeoff of area covered and site-to-site connectivity. A visual inspection of
the topologies can be made to ascertain critical nodes in the topologies and potential
requirements to offer coverage footprints around specific sites based on operational needs.

The power of the MOO model developed lies in the flexibility to tailor the model in the
presence of new constraints. Generating the datasets for site-to-site connectivity and coverage
area in STK is time-consuming, but the evaluation of the datasets in the MOO model is
significantly faster. For the MOO evaluation of the two radio architectures, runtime for Radio A
was approximately 46 minutes and runtime for Radio B was approximately 41 minutes on an
Intel i5 processor-based laptop running Windows 8. The model can readily be modified to
perform excursions in light of new constraints articulated by stakeholders. The addition of new
candidate aircraft is straightforward, though it comes at an increased cost in the generation of
STK outputs.

Extensions of the methodology presented can be developed in three key areas. First, the STK
model and corresponding datasets generated can be modified to account for new aircraft types
operating dynamic flight profiles. Metrics must be altered the account for the change in
performance expected due to outages attributed to the changing geometry between aircraft to
ground nodes. Additionally, link margin metrics could be extended to better model
performance of candidate radio systems. Weighted throughput metrics could be incorporated
that account for the change in performance as link margin changes. Lastly, if additional
measures of network performance are articulated, network metrics could be used as a fitness
function in the MOO model. These metrics could consist of average shortest path through
nodes in the network or fault tolerance (measured by network centralization).
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Appendix A – MATLAB Source Code
Source code for the MOO model is described below.
Multi Objective Decision Model Source Code
%Aircraft 1rchictures consist of one Aircraft 1t each site
nsites = 12;
%Aircraft 1 or 2 can be used at each site, requires 1x24 vector of decision
%variables for gamultiobj
nvars = 2*nsites;
radioA_cost = 50000;
radioB_cost = 150000;
%initialize ga options
%Set initial population (optional)
% InitPop = zeros(24,1);
% InitPop(22) = 1;
options
=
gaoptimset('InitialPopulation',InitPop','PopulationType',
'bitstring','PlotFcns',{@gaplotpareto});
%Read in ground coverage and site-to-site connectivity for Sites
rec_pwrA = csvread('C:\Users\Steve\Dropbox\Thesis\Complete Data
Coverage.csv',1,0);
access_lmA = csvread('C:\Users\Steve\Dropbox\Thesis\Complete Data
All Access (22 June 2013).csv',1,1);
rec_pwrB = csvread('C:\Users\Steve\Dropbox\Thesis\Complete Data
Coverage.csv',1,0);
access_lmB = csvread('C:\Users\Steve\Dropbox\Thesis\Complete Data
All Access (22 June 2013).csv',1,1);
%Run gamultiobj for Radio A using fitness function and 24 decision
%variables for aircraft/site combinations
ObjectiveFunctionA
=
Fitness_Function(arch,rec_pwrA,access_lmA,radioA_cost);
ObjectiveFunctionB
=
Fitness_Function(arch,rec_pwrB,access_lmB,radioB_cost);

Set\Radio A
Set\Radio A
Set\Radio A
Set\Radio B

@(arch)
@(arch)

%Store architectures and corresponding fitness functions for Pareto front
%of Radio A
[x_a,
fval_a,
exitflag_a,
output_a,
population_a,
scores_a]
gamultiobj(ObjectiveFunctionA,nvars,[],[],[],[],[],[],options);
%Store architectures and corresponding fitness functions for Pareto front
%of Radio B
[x_b,
fval_b,
exitflag_b,
output_b,
population_b,
scores_b]
gamultiobj(ObjectiveFunctionB,nvars,[],[],[],[],[],[],options);

=

=

%Dump Pareto fronts for each radio to csv file
csvwrite('Radio A GA Results.csv',[x_a fval_a]);
csvwrite('Radio B GA Results.csv',[x_b fval_b]);
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Objective Function Source Code
function y = Fitness_Function(arch,rec_pwr,access_lm,radio_cost)
%calculate number of points where Link Margin is greater than 0
npoints = size(rec_pwr,1);
nvars = length(arch);
npgss = 0;
nptds = 0;
max_margin = zeros(npoints,1);
uniques = 0;
%Constraints cannot be applied to population types set to 'bitstring', so
%need to evaluate architecture and terminate if certain conditions arent'
%met
%Throw out candidates with two aircraft types at a single site by checking
%pairwise if Aircraft 1 and Aircraft 2 deployed to same site
k = 1;
while k < nvars
if arch(k) == arch(k+1)
y(1) = inf();
y(2) = 0;
y(3) = 0;
end
k = k + 2;
end
%If code gets to here, no candidate architectures with multiple aircraft
%at each site, calculate fitness functions
%calculate cost fitness function
for i= 1:nvars
%if odd index, check for Aircraft 1
if mod(i,2) == 1 && arch(i) == 1
npgss = npgss + 1;
elseif mod(i,2) == 0 && arch(i) == 1
nptds = nptds + 1;
end;
end;
y(1) = (5000000*npgss + 10000000*nptds) + (npgss+nptds)*radio_cost;
%Calculate unique coverage points for ground coverage fitness function
uniques = 0;
max_rsl = 0;
temp_mat = zeros(1,nvars);
for i=1:npoints
temp_mat = arch .* rec_pwr(i,:);
max_rsl = max(temp_mat);
if max_rsl > 0
uniques = uniques + 1;
end
end
y(2) = -uniques*7.22;
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num_links = 0;
num_aircraft = 0;
single_site_access = zeros(nvars,1)';
%Count number of site to site accesses for a given architecture
%note that current weighting is biased towards advantaged sites
%possibly restore architecture constraints
for j = 1:nvars
if arch(j) == 0
continue;
else
%count number of aircraft in candidate architecture
num_aircraft = num_aircraft + 1;
%only count accesses for aircraft in current architecture
single_site_access = arch .* access_lm(j,:);
for k = 1:nvars
if single_site_access(k) > 0
num_links = num_links+1;
end
end
end
end
y(3) = -num_links/num_aircraft;
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Network Analysis Source Code
coordinates = csvread('Sites2.csv',0,0);
labels = textread('Labels2.txt','%s');
access_mat = csvread('Radio A Adjacency.csv',0,0);
%full_mesh = csvread('full_mesh.csv',0,0);
%access_lm = csvread('C:\Users\Steve\Dropbox\Thesis\Complete Data Set\Radio A
Adjacency (22 June 2013).csv',1,1);
%[a_rows a_cols] = size(net);
mc_rate = 60;
arch = ones(12,1);
%max crosslinks
mcl_a = [1 0
0
1
0
1
mgc_a = [1 0
0
1
0
1

radio A
0
0
0
0
0]';
0
1
0
1
0]';

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

%performance data for mgc arch
crosslinks_mgc = zeros(100,1);
island_nodes_mgc = zeros(100,1);
edge_nodes_mgc = zeros(100,1);
nodes_mgc = zeros(100,1);
mgc_island = 0;
mgc_edge = 0;
%performance data for mcl arch
crosslinks_mcl = zeros(100,1);
island_nodes_mcl = zeros(100,1);
edge_nodes_mcl = zeros(100,1);
nodes_mcl = zeros(100,1);
mcl_island = 0;
mcl_edge = 0;
%rng(1);
for trial = 1:100
%initialize starting networks before dropping out nodes
%
mcl_net = (mcl_a * mcl_a') .* access_mat;
%
mgc_net = mgc_a * mgc_a' .* access_mat;
test_arch_mgc = mgc_a;
test_arch_mcl = mcl_a;
%Drop out nodes
for i = 1:24
r = randi(100);
if r > mc_rate
test_arch_mgc(i) = 0;
test_arch_mcl(i) = 0;
end
end
%Create sample networks for each arch
test_net_mgc = (test_arch_mgc * test_arch_mgc') .* access_mat;
test_net_mcl = (test_arch_mcl * test_arch_mcl') .* access_mat;
[a_rows a_cols] = size(test_net_mgc);
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%Calculate Edge/Island Nodes
for i=1:a_rows
%If site is present in architecture, calculate node metrics
if test_arch_mgc(i) == 1
if sum(test_net_mgc(i,:)) == 0
island_nodes_mgc(trial) = island_nodes_mgc(trial) + 1;
mgc_island = mgc_island + 1;
%dum = 'island1'
elseif sum(test_net_mgc(i,:)) == 1
edge_nodes_mgc(trial) = edge_nodes_mgc(trial) + 1;
mgc_edge = mgc_edge + 1;
%dum = 'edge1'
end
end
if test_arch_mcl(i) == 1
if sum(test_net_mcl(i,:)) == 0
island_nodes_mcl(trial) = island_nodes_mcl(trial) + 1;
%dum = 'island2'
mcl_island = mcl_island + 1;
elseif sum(test_net_mgc(i,:)) == 1
edge_nodes_mcl(trial) = edge_nodes_mcl(trial) + 1;
mcl_edge = mcl_edge + 1;
%dum = 'edge1'
end
end
end
%Calculate average number of crosslinks
total_crosslinks_mgc(trial) = sum(test_net_mgc(:))/sum(test_arch_mgc);
total_crosslinks_mcl(trial) = sum(test_net_mcl(:))/sum(test_arch_mcl);
nodes_mgc(trial) = sum(test_arch_mgc);
nodes_mcl(trial) = sum(test_arch_mcl);
end
%Calculate Averages
ave_cl_mgc = sum(total_crosslinks_mgc)/trial
ave_island_mgc = sum(island_nodes_mgc)/trial
ave_edge_mgc = sum(edge_nodes_mgc)/trial
ave_nodes_mgc = sum(nodes_mgc)/trial
ave_cl_mcl = sum(total_crosslinks_mcl)/trial
ave_island_mcl = sum(island_nodes_mcl)/trial
ave_edge_mcl = sum(edge_nodes_mcl)/trial
ave_nodes_mcl = sum(nodes_mcl)/trial
i_mgc
e_mgc
i_mcl
e_mcl

=
=
=
=

0;
0;
0;
0;

for count=1:100
if island_nodes_mgc(count) > 0
i_mgc = i_mgc + 1;
end
if island_nodes_mcl(count) > 0
i_mcl = i_mcl + 1;
end
if edge_nodes_mgc(count) > 0
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e_mgc = e_mgc + 1;
end
if edge_nodes_mcl(count) > 0
e_mcl = e_mcl + 1;
end
end
i_mgc
i_mcl
e_mgc
e_mcl
% figure(1);
% gplot(test_net_mgc,coordinates,'-');
% %gplot(test_net,coordinates,'-');
% for j= 1:a_cols
%
if test_arch_mgc(j) > 0
%
text(coordinates(j,1) - .0058,coordinates(j,2) .0058,'*','FontSize', 16);
%
text(coordinates(j,1) - .02,coordinates(j,2) .02,labels(j),'FontSize', 14);
%
end
% end
% text(-115.15, 34.25, ['Average Number of Crosslinks: ', num2str(total1,3)],
'FontSize', 14);
% text(-115.15, 34.20, ['Total Sites Operational: ',
int2str(sum(test_arch_mgc))], 'FontSize', 14);
% title(['Network Topology for Mission Capable Rate of ',int2str(mc_rate),
'%'],'FontSize', 14);
% xlabel('Longitude');
% ylabel('Latitude');
% ylim([33.5 34.3]);
% xlim([-116.5 -114.5]);
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Glossary
AGL

Above ground level

dB

Decibel

dBm

Decibel-milliwatts

DoD

Department of Defense

DTED

Digital terrain elevation data

FSPL

Free space path loss

GA

Genetic Algorithm

IP

Internet Protocol

km

kilometers

LOS

Line of sight

Mbps

Megabits per second

MHz

Megahertz

MOO

Multi-objective Optimization

MSL

Mean sea level

RF

Radio Frequency

RSL

Received Signal Level

RPA

Remotely-Piloted Aircraft

SATCOM

Satellite Communications

STK

Systems Toolkit

TIREM

Terrain Integrated Rough Earth Model
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